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Murray. Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 24, 1980
Ledger 49c Times
In Our 100th Year 2o4i op Volume 101Na. 20
REN0‘ ATIoN CONTINUES Workmen are tuckpoiating the brick of
Wrather Hall on the Murray State University campus as restoration work con-
tinued toda. The building, the first on the Murray campus, is being restored for
conversion into a Jackson Purchase Museum. The 11,021,235 project is expected
to be completed in September. szaa„ Stall Photo By Debbir N. Ire
Carter Doctrine
Congress Ready To Back Measures Against Soviets
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — Congress appears
ready to back President Carter's tough
new doctrine aimed at containing the a
Soviet thrust toward the oil lifelines of
the Middle East. But reaction to
reviving peacetime draft registration is
decidedly mixed.
Carter used the annual State of the
Union address to reverse much of the
foreign and military policy established
in the first three years of his ad-
ministration. He drew support from
many Republicans as well as from
leaders of his own party.
But some long-time advocates of
bolstering the nation's military
defenses were openly skeptical about
the president's determination to fully
develop his new approach.
Many Republicans claimed Carter is
..txpioiting the foreign policy challenge
posed by the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan to quell criticism of what
they said are the overall failures of his
_administration.
The president's speech Wednesday
night before a joint session of Congress
was interrupted repeatedly by ap-
plause.
The lot** and most sustained
ovation came when Carter said neither
he nor the American people will support
sending an Olympic team to Moscow
while Soviet occupation troops remain
in Afghanistan.
The president also confirmed that the
_Soviet action in Afghanistan has caused
him to shift his strategy in the con-
tinuing effort to persuade Iran to
release 50 American hostages held in
Tehran since Nov. 4.
He said the United States now will
attempt to persuade Iranian leaders
U.S. To Sell Arms To China
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter
administration has decided to sell
military arms to China to help deter
Soviet aggression, the chairman of a
House Foreign Affairs subcommittee
said today.
Rep. Lester L. Wolff, D-N.Y.,
chairman of the Asian and Pacific
Affairs subcommittee, said the formal
announcement would be made by the
White House later in the day.
However, an administration official
who asked not to be identified said no
White House announcement is
scheduled today and "whatever there is
will come out of" the Defense Depart-
ment.
The official said he thought Wolff was
"overstating a bit."
In a brief floor speech, Wolff told the
House: "There will be an an-
nouncement within hours that military
sales to the People's Republic of China
will be authorized."
Wolff said he personally opposes such
a move.
"This is a great departure from
previous relations with that country,"
he said. "I must say that I strongly
oppose this idea until suet/ time as we
know what we are going to get in return
from the People's Republic of China.'.'
Traffic: Answers To Future Problems Sought
Considering present and future traf-
fic patterns in the Murray and its "ur-
him arias" just 'outside the city limits;
city planner Steve Zea asked the.
Transportation Advisory Committee to'.
formulate ideas for future projects
necessary to the community.
Meeting Wednesday night at Murray
City Hall, the 18 members present of
the 30,person committee considered the
goals and objectives set for the commit-
tee. Those objectives are:
•To provide for safe transportation
by:
Minimizing existing and potential
traffic hazards.





• ...Improving geometries and opera-
tional characteristics of intersections:





--Providing alternate routes for
through traffic.
Increasing capacity of in-
tersections.
•To enhance community • develOp-
merit by:
--Maximizing potential for future
development.
...Preventing decline of the central
business district.
--Providing for orderly develop-
ment and preventing excessive strip
development.
...Providing a uniform and
reasonable name and numbering
system for streets in study areas.
•To provide reasonable balance
between development and environmen-
tal concerns by:
.-Minimizing air, noise and water
_
..-Minimizing disruption to
neighborhoods, schools and hospitals.
...Minimizing usage of residential
streets by through traffic.
- To help committee members
understand- where changes - might be
made, Zea passed out a list of the most
accident prone areas in the city during
1978. In a year that listed more than
1,100 accidents, the intersections of U.S.
641 and Sycamore and U.S. 641 and
Poplar rated highest; each having 18
Afghan President Issues 'Deep
Gratitude' For Soviet Union's Aid
By The Associated Press
Afghan President Babrak Karma'
expressed "deep gratitude" for the
Soviet Union's military aid, saying it
"made it possible to frustrate the
sinister plans of the American im-
perialists and the Peking
hegemonists."
Karmal, installed in a- Kremlin-
backed coup Dec. 27, told a news
conference Wednesday in the Afghan
capital of Kabul that he was grateful
"for the timely material and moral
assistance" provided by the Soviets,
who have sent in an estimated 70,000-
80,000 Russian troops since Christmas
Day.
"Revolutionary order and legality
were restored in the country within less
than a month" of the Soviet in-
tervention, the official Soviet news
agency Tass quoted him as saying.
Secretary Says Outlook Is Not Bright
accidents with other moving vehicles.
Maps, diagraming an average annual
Jay of traffic, also were diStributed.
Zea emphasized that recommenda-
tions from the committee should have
both financial and traffic needs.
Major projects may not be able to be
handled by the committee due to costs,
Zea added. He cited in an example that
installation of a traffic light costs
$40,000.
Discussion was given to forming a
committee to formulate suggestions to
present to the board. However, ,Zea
volunteered to compile several recom-
mendations he felt necessary for
presentation to the transportation
board at its next meeting, scheduled for
.sometime Fiechrliarry, , , „,,
Bryan Stewart, Kentucky Depart-
ment of Transportation, Reidlariii- Of-
fice; and Jennifer Spencer, Purchase
Area Development District; attended
the meeting to assist the committee.
- As exaenples of current projects, Zea
reviewed a list of several recent project
authorizations from the DOT. They in-
clude:
— Resurfacing Industrial Road from
Kentucky 94 to 9th Street.
— Reconstructing of 12th Street from
Sycamore Street to Utterback Road.
— Surfacing U.S. 641 from 1.5 miles
south of Kentucky 464 to the Marshall
County line.
— Designing improvements on Ken-
tucky 94 beginning at the 9.20 mile post
to the 9.30 post at Kentucky 822 ) and at
the North 16th intersection, improving
turning radii, drainage and cross street
alignment.
— Replacing several bridge struc-
tures on Kentucky 94.
Stewart did not say When con-
atruetion would start. However, he did
say construction days usually run from
March or April through Nov. 15.
It also was discussed that profes-
sionals should be used to aid with the
project. The present transportation
Lode, the' Mel Conner Study, was put
together by professionals from.
Tallahassee, Fla., in 1967 and adopted
in 1968 by the city.
several items in the study never
came to reality which caused concern
for several members. They felt if a
study should be prepared, it should be
used.
The transportation committee is














Local Scene 2-A, 3-A, 4-A
Opinion Page 5-A
Sports  1' 6-A, 7-At?
partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy treezy and not so
cold tonight, low in the mid 30s to
low 40s. Partly sunny breezy and
not quite as warm Friday, highs
in the upper 40s to low 50s.
Ky Extended Forecast
Fair conditions are expected
Saturday, with a chance of snow
or rain Sunday and Monday.
Highs through the period will be
in the 30s to near 40, with lows in
the 20s.
"that the real danger to their nation lies
to the north from Soviet troops in
Afghanistan and that the unwarranted
Iranian quarrel with us hampers their
response to this far greater danger."
The core of what amounts to a Carter
Doctrine on the Middle East as
delivered in these words:
"Let our position be absolutely clear.
An attempt by any outside force to gain
control of the Persian Gulf region will
be regarded as an assault on the vital
interests of the United States of
America. And such an assault will be
repelled by any means necessary,
including military force."
Sen. Richard Stone, D-Fla., chairman
of the Senate Foreign Relations sub-
committee on the Middle East, said
Carter outlined "a clear containment
doctrine and if it means what it implies,
it is the strongest statement that any
president in recent years has ever
made."
Sen. Sam Nunn, 1)-Ga., a vocal and
influential advocate of strengthened
U.S. military defenses, said the
president clearly drew the lines and
defined the sphere of vital American
security interests in the Persian Gulf
region.
But Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, the
acting Senate Republican leader, saw
dangers lurking beneath the surface of
the president's words.
Stevens said the president had,
perhaps unwisely, committed the
United States to defend "every inch of
the Persian Gulf."
"If the Carter Doctrine had been in
effect before Afghanistan, we'd be at
war with the Soviet Union now,"
Stevens said. „"We're attempting to
speak strongly while carrying a short
stick."
The sharj*--d- divisions in initial
reactions to the speech came over the
president's proposal that the Selective
Service System be revitalized and that
peacetime draft registration be
revived.
Sen. John Stennis, D-Miss., chairman
of the Senate Arth—el Services Com-
mittee, said the step is essential and
will properly lead to renewal of the
draft itself.
Nunn, a member of the Stennis
committee, said reviving registration
will enhance national security, permit
the nation to mobilize rapidly in case of
emergency and "demonstrate a degree
of will that has been lacking in this
country since the Vietnam war." He
said the, all-volunteer Army is not
working.
But the proposal drew much
criticism, particularly from
congressmen whO opposed U.S. in-
volvement in Vietnam.
"Hysterical voices calling for a
return to registration and the draft are
further evidence of the bankrupt
foreign policy of this administration,"
said Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore. "It
threatens to hold hostage the freedom
of millions of young men and provide a
limitless manpower pool for any
president willing to send American
buys to fight half a world away in still
another foreign war."
"It might be better to get tough with
our allies than to get tough with our
young people," said Rep. Elizabeth
Holtzman, 1)-N.Y.
The American Civil Liberties Union
„condemned the move and a spokesman
said, "If the president is not preparing
to declare war, he should not be
preparing to reinstate the draft."
But House Republican Leader John
Rhodes of Arizona said Carter' l draft
registration proposal will garner
"overwhelming support" from
Republicans and said he saw no ef-
fective opposition to it from any
quarter.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
who is challenging Carter for the 1980
plkesidential nomination, said he does
not favor draft registration in
peacetime.
, "But this is not exactly peacetime,"
said Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., the
assistant Senate Democratic leader.
Cranston said he will examine the idea.
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill. said
there is no question Congress will go
along on registration because "it's an
insurance policy that we have to take
out. I think the young people of the
country will respond well to it."
House Democratic leader Jim Wright
of Texas said the congressional mood
has clearly changed since Congress last
rejected attempts to revive draft
registration. "The stark reality has
come to life for most Americans,"
Wright said.
General Assembly
1 To Hear Address On
State's JudicialSystem
Atkins Differs With Economists
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Finance
Secretary George Atkins has taken
mild issue with some economists who
told legislators earlier this week that
the state's economic outlook generally
was bright.
He said Wednesday that in making
the forecast, the economists cited
contrary indicators also, "and that to
me is not a bright picture."
Acknowledging that figures used by
the economists closely agree with the
state's projection, Atkins said that
historically, economists make a low
estimate and raise it later as new data
becomes available.
"That's because they are con-
servative," he said. "But this year, the
revenue is not responding to stimuli."
The evidence could be in the latest
report by the state on tax receipts for
the first six months of this fiscal year.
They show that collections for the
General Fund, which finances most
date government programs, are nearly
nl million under the estimate.
Atkins, who along with *Revenue
onimissioner Robert Allphin released
the statistics, said they underscbre the
new administ.eation's ,_,sontention that
"the General Fund picture is blesket --
than ordinary."
For the past fiscal six months,
GenerAl Fund receipts reached $832
The five-cent sales and use tax.
comprising about one-third of the
General Fund, produced $296 million
for that period, or $6 million above the
estimate.
Atkins conceded that was a plus, but
said the increase still is less than
previous growth in the past decade.
Collections from individual income,
taxes were exactly on the $260 million
estimate and corporation tax receipts
were 1.8 percenf above the projection
As 'everybody. had, forecast, the
.Transportation NA continued its
downward trend.•
Taxes frorn motor fuels dropped 7.7
percent below the estimate for the six
months and vehicle usage tax receipts
dipped 2.6 percent.
Collections from the Road Fund were
3.7 under the estimate made seven
months ago.
"The receipts for the first six months
of this fiscal year must be looked at
with two things in mind," the state
report said.
"One year ago, Frankfort was
flooded in December and tax money did
not get processedtherefore the figures
for 1978-79 are unrealistically
depressed."
The other factor, the state said, was
the delay in collecting property taxes
because of the delay in setting the rate,
due to legislation in the special
legislative session a year ago
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— The
General Assembly was to meet in joint
session today to hear an address by
Kentucky Supreme Court Justice John
Palmore on the state's judicial system.
It has been a tradition for the chief
justice to address the legislature since
the 1975 passage of the Judicial Article,
a constitutional amendment that
revamped Kentucky's courts.
Both chambers met briefly Wed-
nesday, each enacting one bill.
The Senate voted 37-1 to permit
school districts to charge fees for
certain school-related activities, after
defeating an effort to send the bill back
to committee.
Senate Bill 85 now goes to the House.
Sen. Danny Yocom, D-Louisville, who
cast the only dissenting vote, asked that
the bill be, sent to the Appropriations
and Revenue Committee for further
study because there might not be
enough money in the proposed budget
to pay for it.
He warned that the General
Assembly might have to reconsider the
bill later after seeing the state budget.
Sen. Robert Martin, D-Richmond,
agreed, saying that if there is no money
in the budget for student fees the
measure might have to be repealego
Senate Majority Leader John Berry,
1)-New Castle, said the measure needed
further study.
"We're facing a situation where it
may well be necessary to cut
programs.. there's a distinct possibility
that (the Senate) may have to stop
doing things that we're doing for
people," he said.
Berry, who voted against the bill that
prohibited school districts from
charging student fees in 1976, said the
General Assejnbly should never have
enacted such a law in the first place.
However, Sen. Ed O'Daniel,
Springfield, sponsor of SB 85, said he
Anesn't believe_the,QenerSi Assembly
wants to return to a situation where
students"rould be charged any fees a
school district wants.
"We are permitting them for very
specific purposes," he said. "Sending
(the bill) back to A&R would result in
the whole measure being lost in the
shuffle."
O'Daniel also said that if the Senate
"starts referring every bill that at some
time may have an appropriation back
to committee, then we will have one
clogged A&R committee that won't
have time for the budget or anything
else."
The motion to recommit the bill was
defeated 22-15.
Two amendments were then passed,
by voice vote, requiring school districts
to account for $10 of the $20.44 a child
they now receive from the state for
school fees.
Without the amendments, the bill
required no accounting for any of the
funds. Under existing law, school
districts must account for $5 of the state
allocation.
The amended measure would permit
school districts to charge fees for
cultural_ programs, field trips and co
curricular activities if they are
voluntary; not required for completion
of any course of study, and other than
an athletic activity.
The activity must be approved by the
schnol board and school superin-
tendent, • and the board must make
arrangements to pay fees for students
who otherwise could not afford the
activity.
Meanwhile, State Superintendent of
Public Instruction Raymond Barber
told the state Board for Elementary
and Secondary Education earlier
Wednesday that he has some concern:
about the bill.
"We're going to take a good hard look
at the bill," Barber said. "I have fears
that special interest groups are trying
to rollback from -the intention of how
the money was to be spent."
He also expressed concern about
requiring school districts to account for
$10 instead of $5 of.the state allocation.
Meanwhile, the House met in h brief
session and -unanimously approved
Helrose Bill 11, sponsored by Rep. Hirold-
Haering, R-Louisville. The bill would
exempt mentally and physically
handicapped Kentuckians from the
state fishing license fee.




Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway.
County Courthouse.
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School PTC will
meet at 7 p.m. in the school
cafeteria with Betty Gore as
speaker for the program on
"Kindergarten This Year."
Today will be the last day to
enroll in a Tuesday and
Thursday 16-week class for
credit at Murray State
University.
Concert- by the Muray State
Madrigal Singers wIl.be held
at , 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murra State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Thursday, Jan. 24
Ladies Night for Knights of
Columbus will be held at 6:30
p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Special meeting for all
nursery to 5 year old parents
of First Christian Church will
be held at the library at 7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Baptist
Young Women will have a
salad supper at the Fellowship
Hall of the church at 6:30 p.m.
Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Disabled American
Veterans and Auxiliary are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the. American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Stfeets.
Your Individual
Horoscope 142.14, 
 Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 25, 1980
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
'forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
1Mar. 2110. Apr. 19) gri4
Put your energy into work,
and you'll be pleased about
financial possibilities. Don't
let loved ones press you.
TAURUS
Apr. 20_to May 20) ti€7
Take the initiative in
romance, ,but avoid fan-
tasizing. Bypass work tension,
and don't be surprised by
, erraticism.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
After an intitial enthusiasm,
you may fail to follow through.
Daydreaming or simple worry
can interfere with con-
centration.
CANCER
I June 21 to July 22)
Invite others to a party if















Gestnut 5# • 753•3314
7)e
work. Surprises possible in
p.m.
LEO gaJuly 23 to Aug. 22)
Career progress indicated
through initiative, but com-
plications could arise. Give
loved ones a chance to do their
own thing.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
A bold approach is best.
Don't let the opinions of others
cause you to change your
mind. The one person you can
count on is yourself.
LIBRA • 
dal(Sept. 23 to Oct. n)
Do further research before
involving yourself in a joint
financial venture. Use
initiative, but don't be rushed
into premature action.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov..211
Introduce a loved one to
your friends. If you don't
include close ones in your
activities, they may complain.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 3evq#
A good time for beginnings
re work projects. Don't let
snags that develop along the
way cause you to lose sight of
objectives. '
c APRiCORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 16
Bring creative work to the
attention of those who can help




Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Investigate loans re
property improvements.
Don't let outside interests
keep you from giving family
their due. Insure domestic
harmony.
fl.K.-4S- • -X
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 20-1
Be supportive of a close
ally's- plans. Watch out for
misunderstandings through a
failure to communicate ef-
fectively. Be straightforward.
YOU BORN TODAY are
artistic but more iriclined to
an intellectual or literary
career. You should trust your
intuitions for they will be
helpful to you in your rise to
success. You have the ability
to commercialize your
creative gifts and can also
succeed in real estate,
engineering and manufac-
turing. You have executive
ability and can be a head of a
corporation, though your
natural bent is scientific or
mental. Music and politics are
other fields which you would
Find congenial. Birthdate -of:
W. Somerset Maugham,
writer; Edwin Newman,




nhaj and planet *et forever.
LtFOs. Others saOt's a lost






Girls Scouts of the Ken-
tuckians Girl Scout Council
will start taking orders for the
annual cookie sale starting
today.
Today is the last day to
enroll in Monday-Wednesday-
Friday 16-week classes for
credit at Murray State
University.
Final fee payment for all
required late registration fees
for regularly scheduled
courses at Murray State
University must be received
by the bursar by today.
- Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Com-
munity Center with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
. .
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Lunch for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly will
be served at 12 noort at the
Douglas Center. For reser-
vations call 753-8938.
An exhibition in drawing by
James M. Jackson, Radcliff,
will open in the Clara M.




Exhibition by the National
Watercolor Society will open
in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts. Center, Murray
-State University, and continue
through Feb. 2.
Household tea for the family
of Robert Ingram whose home
and contents were destroyed
by fire on Christmas Eve will
be held at the Community
Room, North Branch, Peoples
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, from 6 to 8 p.m.
Murray Chapter of the
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet in the Chamber of
Commerce Room, Woodmen
of the World Building, at 9:30
a.m.
Saturday, Jan. 26
Chili supper, sponsored by
Murray Assembly 'No. 119
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls, will be held from 5:30 to
8:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Cost for chili, dessert, and
drink will be 82.50 for adults
and $1.50 for children under
112.
Volunteer Painting Party
will be held at 8 a.m. at the
First Baptist Church.
Saturday, Jai. 24
Murray Art Guild will
present a Chinese Painting
and Calligraphy by Terence T.
Choy at the guild, 103 North
Sixth 'Street, at 2 p.m. For
information call 753-9055 from
1 to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 12 noon at the clyb
house with Jo Hem Curris as
speaker.
Murray Square-A-Naders
will dance from B to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Half.
- Mti.riray State Lady Racers
will play a basketball game
with the Northern Kentucky
Women at 7 p.m. in the
Murray_ State Sports Arena.
The MSU Men will play a
game with Georgia Southern
at Statesboro Ga., at 7 p.m.
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of





Area students named to the
Dean's List for the fall 1979
semester at Western Ken-
tucky University, Bowling
Green, have been released by
the university. They include
the following:
David L. Frank, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Frank,
1513 Johnson, Murray;
Jerome C. Higginbotham, son
of Mrs. Dorothy Higgin-
botham, 1203 Kirkwood Drive,
Murray; Donna Gale Bristow,
daughter of Mr, and Mrs.
Rollie Bristow, Jr., Benton
Route 6; Tracey Jane Har-
desty, daughter of Ken
Hardesty, Benton Route 8;
Robert Dwain Abell, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Abell,
Sr., Mayfield Route 1; Jeffrey
Alan Miller, son of Mr. and





coach, was guest speaker at a
recent meeting of the
Mayfield Rotary Club:
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Lodell Bedwell of Hardin
was dismissed Jan. 11 from
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton,
THEACES". G CORN, JR.
"Turtles can tell more
about the road than hares." -
- Khalil Gibran.
Declarer needed a reli-
able road map to negotiate
the curves in today's touchy
game. Unfortunately for
him, he 'played with the
speed of a, hare only to dis-
cover that a turtle's pace
might have saved his game.
Dummy's diamond ace
won the first trick and two
rounds of trumps were
drawn, ending in dummy.
Next, a low heart was led to
declarer's jack and West's
queen.
West continued with the
diamond jack. which East
overtook to lead a devastat-
ing third round of trumps.
Declarer won a high trump
in his hand, cashed the heart
ace and led a club to
dummy's king and East's
ace. East exited with a dia-
mond which was ruffed in
dummy and the heart 10
was cashed.
Hearts failed to break
evenly as expected, and the
game was now gone.
Declarer lost a heart, a dia-
mond and two clubs and the
defenders had good reason
to be grateful. Declarer's
hasty play of the trumps
had thrown a cold game
away.
To make his game.
declarer should ltd a low
heart from dummy at trick
two. The heart jack is won
by West's queen and West
finds' the best defense of a
trump. 'Declarer wins -his
heart ace
• and leade-ratubtatiurarny's
king to drive out East's ace.
East returns a second
• 'trump which declarer wins
with dummy's 10 and a low
heart from dummy is ruffed
with declarer's king. With
NORTH 1-24-A
• Q 10 7 2
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Opening lead Queen of dia-
monds
the hearts set up, declarer
leads his trump jack to
dummy's queen to draw
East's last trump and
declarer has his 10 tricks.
The defense is held to one
trick in each side suit and











might have the "right cards"
-to producw *-'game: btrt-tfie--
"sure" plus score is the per-
centage choice.
- • - .
Send bridge questions ao The Aces
RD Hoe 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self .addressod. stamped envelow
for reply
ADRI FASHION — Model wears waist-tied shirt with
plunging neckline over full skirt during showing of Adri's






By Chapter M Of PEO
The first meeting of the New
Year for Chapter M, of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood was held
Jan. 19 following luncheon in
the home of Mrs. John E.
O'Brien on Alan-A-Dale Drive
in Sherwood Forest. Mrs.
Howard Titsworth assisted in
serving the meal in the
recreation room where tables
were lighted by candles in
crystal containers and guests
were invited to the buffet.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie led
devotions, reading from, the
- 139th Psalm, -The- president,
Mrs. A: .C. I.aFollette,
presided. Reports were given. 
byMrs. William Major, Cottey
chairman, and Mrs. I.. J.
Hortin, Continuing Education
chairman. Mrs. Alfred Lin-
dsey served as pro-tern
treasurer. A gift was voted to
be sent to the 50th Anniver-
sary Fund of Cottey College.
Celebration of Founders'
Day was observed, January 21
being the 111th anniversary of
the Sisterhood's organization.
Mrs. Gerald Hudder, in a
costume of the 20, depicted
one of the seven founders,
Mary Allen Stafford, as she
observed the 57th anniversar>
in 1926, and read a letter from
Alice Bird Babb, one of the
other remaining thunders still
alive at that time.
The next meeting of the
Chapter will be at 7:30 p.m. on
Feb. 4 in the home of Mrs
Lame Clark.
Other members present, not
previously named, were Miss
Ann Herron, and Mesdames
Olga Freeman, Robert Bryan.
George Hart, Harry Sparks.
John C. Quertermous, Hugh
Oakley,  Maurice Christivhcir.
all of Murray, Mrs. Edward
Nunnelee of MaYtteld, and
Miss Bernice Lutes, ot
Madisonville.
BENTON PATIENT
Dismissed Jan. 11 froli, the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton, was Janie Dunn of
Dexter.
PATIENT AT BENTON
Maude _Woodall of pexter
tl,as dismissed Jan. 15 from
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Wholl Pay You 11.886%
6 Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
'Federal -regbiartioris 'prOhltift. die compotinding'of interest on -.
money market certNicaMs. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This
11.886% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through January
30, 1980.
WHO'LL PAY YOU 10.15% ON TWO AND A HALF YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?
We have something new in our savings plans - the 21/2 YEAR MONEY CER-TIFICATE. With a $1,000 minimum deposit, you can earn an interest rate only34% below U.S. Treasury Securities. The interest rate for January is 10.15%, withannual yield of 10.681%. The rate on new certificates is determined the first ofeach month.
WHOIL PAY YOU 5'14% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?
Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn in-
tervst on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 53/4%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.
WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?
A substtntial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of del -,sit.
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DEAR ABBY: Every year my husband and I send over
200 Christmas cards. I spend a lot of time selecting an ap-
propriate card that comes with our 'names printed in gold
letters. These cards art' not cheAp,:f hey cost 40 cents each,
plus 15 cents postage, and I personally address each
envelope by hand.
Yesterday I received the following note from a couple who
Ike out of town and send us one of those boring, bragging,
tour-page mimeographed newsletters every Christmas:
"Dear.Eunice and Norbert, •
We appreciate being remembered at Christmas. Your
card was decorative, but very cold and impersonal. If you
can't take a minute to add a personal word or two.,or sign it
ourselves, please take our names off-your list.
Emik and Harold-
Abby,'would you care to comment?
SHOCKED IN UPSTATE N.Y.
DEAR SHOCKED: There's a lot to be said for airing
one's grievances, but Emily and Harold are about as subtle
as • klop in the chops. Take their names oft your list. Con-
gratulations, you have just saved 55 cents!
DEAR ABBY: I am extremely fond of a young woman and
am considering marriage, but something bothers me. Hav-
ing a meal -just the two ot us - in the prit'acy of her apart-
ment is something of an ordeal because she is terribly strict
about table manners. Elbows off the table, knife -and fork
properly placed on the plate when not•in use. Chew food
well, absolutely no talking with food in mouth. No resting
the arms or hands on the table while eating, etc., etc.
I wduld-like to dine in a relaxed, comfortable manner
without worrying about the rules of etiquette constantly. Be
assured, I do not eat like a hog, and my manners wouldn't of-
fend even' the fussiest lady. But.what would marriage with
such a woman he like?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Like being 9 years old again, and
being married to your mother.
• DEAR ABBY: Two years ago my parents were divorced.
Dad promptly married the woman he had been seeing .for
three years before that. This is a small town, so everybody
knew about it. My brother and I lthen in high school), my
mother, and even my father and the other woman suffered
from the talk.
Now that I am older and II hopei wiser.! look back on the
ordeal as, a valuable, if painful, learning experience. My
brother and I have spent a lot of time with my father and his
new wife, and although we were prepared to hate her, we
cannot hate a woman who has made our father so happy. I
can't recall that Mom ever made Dad smile or laugh. She
picked at him, criticized, and tint him down constantly. He
could nevrr do anything to please her..
Dad's present wife treats him with such respect, con
sideration and love, that he has never known such hap,
piness. He glows in her presence.
I still love my mother, and while I do not condone what my
father did to her. I can now understand why he did it.
STILL LEARNING IN STILLWATER,
DEAR STILL: I hope you remember that valuable "learn-
ing experience" in the event that you choose marriage-or
marriage chooses you.
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know what
to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations,
how to decline and accept invitations and bow to write an in-
141 f *an, 10,140t WI *WO= in. -.4/4-014 kriklet. ,
Write Letters for all Occasions." Send SI and a long,
stamped as tents), sell-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Kennedy-Thompson Vows
Solemnized At Church
The wedding of Miss Krista
Kennedy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Kennedy, and
Anthony Thompson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. David Thompson,
was solemnized in a can-
dlelight ceremony at the First
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Dr. Walter Mischke,
Jr., and the Rev. James R.
Daffin, Birmingham, Ala.,
cousin of the bride, officiating.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs.
Richard Farrell, Murray,
organist, and Miss- Nancy
Spann, Lexington, soloist.
The wedding vows were
exchanged before an altar
flanked by two stairstep
candelabra. Two brass urns
containing pink and burgundy
silk flowers, eucalyptus, and
baby's breath which were
arranged by Mrs. Gordon
Moody also adorned the altar.
The unity candle stood to one
side of the altar. The family
pews were marked with
burgundy satin ribbons.
Robert Crouch, Hen-
dersonville, Tenn., and Ronnie
Dunn, Murray, lighted the
candles.
Mrs. Karen Alexander kept
the guest register at the table
covered with a white floor
length cloth with dusty rose
overlay. Beside the register
book was a heart shaped
needle point pillow made
especially for the bridal
couple by Mrs. George
Fielder. A .hurricane lamp
centered with a white candle
was also on the register table.
Bride's Dress .
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a floor
length gown of white sata-
peau. The molded bodice was
adorned with seed pearled
alencon lace, extending up
into a tall collar. Slender fitted
sleeves, also appliqued with
pearled lace motifs, ended in
points over her wrists. The
flared skirt and full chapel
length train were encircled
with scalloped lace and
pearls.
Her full Juliet cap. of
alencon lace had a fingertip
length circle of silk illusion.
She carried a cascade bouquet
of gardenias, baby's breath
and ivy.. To complete her
ensemble she wore a heirloom
lavalier that belonged to her
maternal grandmother.
Mrs. Sheri Wright,
Paducah, was the matron of
honor. The bridesmaids were
Mrs. Trina Cooper, Camden,
term., Miss Kendahl Hoff-
man, Milford, Ohio, cousin of
the bride, and Miss Beverly
Parker, Roswell, Ga.
The attendants were
dressed identically 'in formal
*Nth- rbge-
quiana with matching chiffon
capes which were fingertip
"Where You Save
Does Make A Difference"
Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates
30 Month Money
Market Certificate
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--$10,000 Minimum Deposit--
-Substantial Interest Penalty For Early Certificate Withdrawal-




Federal Saving6-i& Loan Assn. -
7tb and Main : 715 So. 12th St.- 753-7921 NM WAN114016 
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Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Thanzpson
length and ended in points,
front and back. They -carried
bouquets of pink and
burgundy silk flowers,
eucalytus and baby's breath.
Miss Jenna Nettles,
Fayetteville, N. C., cousin of
the bride, was the floor girl.
She wore a floor length dress
of dusty rose quiana trimmed
witti a matching velvet sash.
She carried a basket of pink
and burguady silk flowers,
eucalytus and baby's b.reath.
She also wore flowers in her
hair.
Th7 groom was attired in a
burgundy tuxedo and a white
pleated front and wing
collared shirt with matching
vest and bow tie.. His
boutonniere was a gardenia.
Kerry Thompson was best
man for his brother.
Groomsmen were Mark
Kennedy, brother of the bride,
Trent Thompson, brother Ot
the groom, and Tim Erwin.
Robert Nettles, Fayetteville,
N. C., cousin of the bride,
served as escort for the flower
girl..
Guests were seated by
Robert Crouch, Ronnie Dunn,
Mark Kennedy and Tim
Erwin.
All of the men attendants
along with the. brid,e's father
wore burgundy tuxedoes and
white shirts identical to that of
the groom. Their boutonnieres
were • small silk flowers
leaves.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. 'Kennedy chose a formal
gown of pink chiffon with an
empire waist and attacked
strapless yoke with a chiffon
overlay • featuring a v-
neckline. Her dress had angle
sleeves which were cuffed at
the wrist, and a full skirt.
Mrs. Thompson, mother of
the groom, wore a formal
gown of dusty rose silesta knit
which featured a natural
waistline and key-hole back.
Her dress was accented with a
matching floral chiffon jacket
with three-quarter .length
sleeves and a self-tie in front.
Both mothers wore corsages
of pink 'and burgundy silk
flowers.
Mrs. Elwood White and Mrs,.
Brent Sadler, grandmothers
of the groom, were presented
silk corsages along with Mrs.
Alexander at the register and
Mrs. Allen Russell who
directed the wedding.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
bride's family hosted the
reception ii' the fellowship hall
of the church with Mesdames -
Ewen Allbritten, Robert
Crouch, Eurie Garland,
Joseph Johnson, Jack Ken-
nedy, Jack B. Kennedy,
Gorden Moody, Gene Nettles,
Craig Parker, Mark Robison,
Harold Shaw and Laverne
Wallis serving the guests.
The bride's table was
covered with a white floor




breath and five white tapers.
Fruit punch was served from
silvei bowl centered on a
silver tray.
The three tiered all white
w,kiding cake was topped with
a bouquet of flowers and
surrounded with ivy around
the base. Silver appointments
were used to serve finger
sandwiches, nuts and mints.
A side table was covered
with a white linen cloth and
centered se ith a silver can-
delabrum. Coffee was served
from silver appointments
from this table.
Rice bags made of pink net
and .tied with 'rose and
burgundy ribbon ivere
arranged in a wicker basket
-and' aisirir:iule-d-rrtfielrigtr
by Mishelle Daffin, Bir-
-mingham, Ala., cousin of the
bride.
Mrs. Toni Jones played
selections on the piano during
the reception.
After a wedding trip to
Daytona Beach, Fla., the new
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson are
now residing at 406 South 16th
Street, Murray.
Rehearsat Dinner
The groom's parents hosted
a rehearsal dinner at the
Holiday Inn, Murray. The
tables were covered in white
cloths and decorated with
hurricane lamps centered
with white candles surrounded
with mums and baby's breath.
Ivy ran the length of each
table. •
The wedding party and their
families attended. The bridal




Mr. and Mrs. Billy Chum-
bier of Cairo, Ill., are the
parents of a baby boy, Mat-
thew Adrian, born on Sunday.
Jan. 6.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Betty Hearn and the fate
Adrian Ballard of Anna,: Ill.,
and Mr. and Mrs. W. W
Chumbler of Mayfield.
KIRBY GIRL
Dr. and Mrs. David Kirby of
Knoxville, Tenn., announce
the birth of a baby girl,
Lauren Elizabeth, born on
Saturday, Jan. 12, at Fort
Sanders Hospital.
The blather is the former
Sharon Sims. Grandparents
are,, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L•
SOB of Mayfield Route Tand
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Kirby of
Knoxville, Tenn.
WALKER BOY
Brent Douglas is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Doug
Walker, 1518 Murray Street,
Mayfield, for their baby boy




J. B. Orr of Puryear, Tenn.,





the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was





(Sherry), 609 South Market
St., Paris, Tenn., Dennison,
Baby Boy ( Ta ra ) , 1802
Gate_sborough Circle, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Charlotte E. Stephens,
214 Vernon Ave., Fulton, Mrs.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland, Murray, Mrs.
Deborah G. Tidwell, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Dorvan G. Hall, Box
233, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Kathryn G. Williams, P.O.
Box 35-B, Hardin, R. L.
Smelser, Jr.. 1509 London Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Moline Bennett,
Box 83, Hazel, Mrs. Lyda Sue
Collins, _ Rt. 8, Box 1100,
Murray, Ovie D. Ward, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Jeremy Ray
Elam, Box 121, Wingo, Marvin
Wayne Bennett, 1200
Dogwood, Murray, Mrs.
Margaret A. Henshaw, Box
306, Bardwell, Jean I. Green,
313 South 13th St., Murray,
William I. Balentine, Rt. 3,
Box 28-B, Murray, Mrs. Judy
A. Emberton, Rt. 1, Box 68,
Fulton, Mrs. Carla J. Taylor,
311 South 10th St., Murray,
Mrs. Deborah S. Meredith, 909
North 18th St., Murray,
Ronnie J. Ross, Rt. 7, Box 93,
Murray, Jesse L. Heath, Rt. 1,
Box 239, Sedalia, Kenneth K.
anipp, Box 1053, Murray,
1,illard E. Thweatt, Rt. 3, Box
121-A, Benton, Bobby J.
Carson, Rt, 2, Box 58-C,
Buchanan, Tenn., Pat Ross,
Rt. 6, Box 133, Murray, Mrs.
Jewel H. Outland, Rt. 8, Box
1095, Murray, Bennie Clifford
Dodd, Rt. 4, Box 256, Murray,
Mrs. Onie Lyons iewired I,




(Deborah), Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn-, ibighes, Baby _ pia
(Vicki), Rt. 5 Bx. 205, Murray,
Taylor, Baby Boy ( Tamela
Rt. 2 Bx. 172A, Wingo,
Thurmond, Baby Boy
(Janice), 600 Poplar, Murray,
Smith, Baby Boy (Tammy),
Rt. 5 Bx. 400, Benton.
' Dismissals
Betty J. McGehee, 410 N.
1st, Murray, Mrs. Nancy G.
Jetton and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Linda S. Walker
and Baby Girl, P.O. Bx. 380,
Calvert City, Randy M.
Wright, 1617 Miller, Murray,
Mrs. Phyllis A. Tucker, Rt. •4
Bx. 196, Kirksey, Mrs. Clysta
M. Evett, Rt. 1 Bx. 172C,
Kirksey, Mrs. Betty L.
Adams, Rt. 1 Bx. 250, Far-
mington, Mrs. ‘'irginia" N
Burnham, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs
Gwyn Harris, Rt. 3, Benton.
Mrs. Juanita I.. Pritchett, Rt.
1, Dexter, Mrs. Jo Anne
Alexander, Ht. 1, Nlayfield,
Clyde A. Rowland, Rt 1 Bx
270, Almo, Mrs. Thelma I.
Hudson, Rt. 3 Bx. 237, Murra).
Mrs. Vivian S. Miller, P.O. Bx.
87, Dexter, Mrs. Maxine
Cunningham, 804 Broad Ext.,
Murray, Ronald W. Spann. tit
1, Sedalia, R. Steve Gordon.
2109 Brookhaven, Murra .
Courtney B. 1.yons, Rt. 7 Bx.
140, Murray, Hillary D. Lyons.
Rt. 7 BIC 140, Murray, Mrs.
Betty L. Wells, '60?. Vine.
Murray, Nathan W. Bates, Rt.
1 Bx. 177, Paris, Tenn., Mrs
Ha M. Starks, Rt. 1, Benton,
Trellis L. Broach, Purvear.
Tenn., Mrs. Wavel Cassity,
Rt. 1 Bx. 68, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy 1.. Harper, 101 W. 8th,
Benton, Mrs. Willie K. Guinn.
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs
Mary E. Townley, P.O. Bx.
86M, Farmington, Garrett
Andrews, Apt. GI Southsidc
-Manor, Murray, Mrs. Gertit.
Wells, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Lucille Kimbro, Rt. 6 Bx. 142,
Murray, Milford L. Mather,
Rt. 2, Betel, Mrs. Helen K
Parrish expired, Rt. 1.
Dexter'.
Open Fridays
Until 8:30 P.M.SIM S
cq• %qh
Save Big On These Stock Reduction Prices
ALL WINTER
COATS





Regularly 1900 to 86"
1/4 TO
COORDINATES
Regularly 1900 to 72°°
1/3 TO 1/2 OFF
ASSORTED JEWELRY
Regularly 3°° to 125°








Until 8 30 PM
SWEATERS
Regularly 1 2°° to 36'
1/3 TO 1/2 OFF
BRAS & GIRDLES
Regularly 750 to 1 2°°
1 510 40 %OFF
PANTS & SKIRTS
Regularly 18°° to 4400
1/3 TO 1/2 OFF
WINTER GLOVES
Regularly 7°° to 22°°
NOW 1/3 OFF
ROBES & LOUNGE WEAR
RecNIcrly 2100 to 52°'
1 399TO 2999
-
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Ratnbow Girls Will
Have Chili Supper
A special fund raising event, a chili supper, will be held by
Murray Assembly' No. 19 Order of the Rainhow for Girls at
- the Lodge Hall, Highway 121 North at Highway 1660, Johnny
Robertson Road, on Saturday, Jan. 26.
Michelle Cook, worthy advisor, said serving will be from
5:30 to 8:30 p.m. with the costsfer chili, dessert, and drink be-
ing $2.50 for adults and 81.50 for children under 12. Tickets
may be purchased in advance from Rainbow members or at
the door the night of the supper, Miss Cook said.
_ MAYFIELD PATIENT
- Weyer Bennett ef Murray




Dismissed Jan. 15 from the
Comnfunity Hospital,
Mayfield, was Henry Lee
Jonei of Murray Route I.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Roy Mason of Kirksey Route




Oury Edward Smith of
Kirksey Route 1 was





Clyde tiows.at Murray .has




Eddie Chapman of Murray




According to ..legend, the
blue batchelor button flower
could foretell a happy
maulage. _ The flower was
picked early in the morning
and was not looked at for 24
hours. If it was still fresh and
'true blue' it meant a man had
chosen the right wife. If it
withered, the wedding plans
had to be given up.
HEALTH
MRS. EDNA KINGINS, right, was presented with a Service Award in recognition of 15
years of service as postal clerk at the New Concord Postoffice. Making the presentation for
the U: S. Postal Service was New Concord Postmaster Tim Graves, left.
Down Concord
Kingins -is Presented Award
By Estelle Spiceland
Jan. 14, 1980 •
Mrs. Edna Kingins, . New
Concord Postal Clerk, retired
Upset about alcohol
Lawrence L. Lamp, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
disturbed by your stand on
taking a drink of alcohol.
Mankind, since the beginning
of our present civilization, has
been drinking wine, beer, etc.,
for good reasons. Religion,
good fellowship, relaxation
and just a good feeling and we
will continue to do so after
you are gone.
You sound like an old
WCTU worker. Do you know
the .meaning of temperance?
Would you attempt to ban the
legal sale of alcohol. bever-
ages again? Were you or your
father alcoholics'? I ‘think
you:ve done a lot of damage to
The US: by your Constant
harping on alcoholism. Your
narrow-minded, unadulterat-
ed nonsense and prejudicial
warblings have caused many
. wives to leave their homes
and husbands and children.
Whv-are, you so mixed up?
What about wife alcoholics?
You never mentiOn them.
What about nagging quarrels.
family arguments • which
you've caused by your stand
-on alcohol? My understanding
is that there are about as
many wives who are addicted
to alcohol as men. What about
them?
DEAR READER - As I
read your letter, only part of
which I've included here, it
occurred to me that you might
be the one who was"worked
up."
There are many people who
do have an occasional cocktail
and suffer no-ill effects from
it. Unfortunately, there are
Many more who drink more
than an occasional drink of
alcohol and do suffer ill
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the excessive use of alcohol is •
a major national health prob-
lem. It is frequently. a factor
in causing obesity. It is
responsible for about 60 per-
cent of the deaths from cir-
rhosis of the liver, which is in
the top 10 causes of death in
the United States for both
Men and women.
No, I am not an alcoholic
nor was my father an alcohol-
ic and I have many good
friends who enjoy an occa-
sional drink. Unfortunately.
as with most of us, I've had
some good friends who enjoy-
ed more than an occasionalr
drink whicli led to major dis-
asters both for their health
and other aspects of their life.
You do have one thing cor-
rect in your letter.. It's true
that there are a lot of women
alcoholics as well as men. It is
just as harmful in women as it
is in men.
To round out your day. I'm
sending you The Health Letter
_number 14-6, Alcohol Can Be.
Dangerous To Your Health.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped.- self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551.
Radio ity Station. New York,
Jan. 11 after 15 years of ser-
vice. She was presented with a
service award in recognition
of her faithful and dedicated
service to the U. S. Postal
Service by New Concord
Postmaster Tim Graves. Mrs.
Deborah Kingins has been
appointed2o the vacated clerk
position.
Jan. 5, 1980
• Another year has begun
-WIth-ea& month reviving
• some memory for someone.
Long' ago in an old scrap
book I saved poem which is
appropriate every year: "I
wish there were some won-
derful place called the 'Land
'of Beginning Again,' where all
our mistakes and all our
heartaches could be dropped
like a shabby old coat at the
door and never be put on
again."
That cannot be for Earth is
not Heaven, but our mistakes
can make us a little kinder,
and to other's .faults a little
blinder.
Out irreparable losses
should make us search harder
to find the truth of Romans
8: 28--"All things work
together for good to them that
love God." Maybe sometime
we'll understand.
As January is unforgettable
' for me since two years ago my
husband died, then one year
ago I went into the hospital for
half a year,.so January will be
unforgettable for others.
Leland Chrisman, a former
Concorder, .die_d in Dearborn,
Mich. A brother, Ewen, and an
- at'
And while I do not inte.nAto
answer all of your comments Mya, ',pulse Patterson,
point by point, I would just
observe that the reason some
women leave their alcoholic'
husbands has fnere-to
the alcoholic husband than
any column that they may
have read in the newspaper
Finally, why don't you con-
sult the yellow pages in your
phone book and make contact
with your nearest Alcoholics
Anonymous organization. Ge
to a meeting and find out
what it is all about. It might
give you some new insight
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Mother adf T. and Peggy,
became seriously ill ad was
taken to a Nashville hospital
hiifls reportedl-Mproving.
Maud Nance and Lee
Finney were ill at home.
Loman Bailey came home
frOm the hosOital. but sadly
left his wife in the Con-
vatscent Division.
-Mrs. Dane McClure spent
her 65th wedding anniversary
and following weeks in the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Wben we see the big Con-
cord School building empty
and useless, we think how
useful it could be as home for
the aged, quite different from
its original purpose for youth.
And the problems of
I HOSPITAL NEWS I
1-20-80
Newborn Admission
Cook, Baby Boy (Doris), Rt
5 Bx. 68, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Miss Melissa A. Harrell, Rt.
I, Farmington, Richard M.
McConell, 900 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Pat A. Tyra, Rt,
4, Benton, Elisha W. Taylor,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Jimmy D. Bucy,
1501 Henry, Murray, Bobbie J.
Page, Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn.,
Mrs. Jean Ann Lawson, Rt. 1
Bx. 341B, Mayfield, Mrs.
Rachel M. Powell, Rt. 8 Bx.
240, Benton, Becky A. Loyd,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Jeff A.
Paschall, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Connie S.
Burkeen, 1t. 1 Ba. 100A,
Dexter. -
PATIENT AT PARIS
Ralph Valentine of Puryear,
Tenn., has been dismissed







(Kimberley), Rt. 5 Bx. 49A,
Benton. ,-
Dismissals
Teresa J. Woods, 908u/ S.
16th, Murray, Mrs. Betty C.
Vowell, 102 Walnut, Benton,
Mrs. Sherry H. Johnson and
Baby Boy, 609 S: Market,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Lavern. F.
Holland and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Benton, Irvin L. Miller, Rt. 1
Bx. 185, Almo, Lisa M. Moore,
4 Rt.. 5 Bx. 2400, Murray, Mrs.
Lois V. Marsh, CR Bx. 99, New
-Concord, Shelia 4. Blakley,
fit. -4 kx. 57, Murray; Win-
Diane Pi#Scott, Rt. 5 Bx. 377,
Murray, Mrs. Jeannie S.
Hutson, Rt. 4 Bx. 103, Murray,
Mrs. Anna P. Rodgers, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Kathy J. McCor-
mick, Rt. 4 Bx. 159, Princeton,
Mrs. Janice M. Pace, 512 S.
7th, Murray. Mrs_ LuriliP M.
Cowan, Rt. 6 Bx. 225, Murray,
William E. Howell, Rt. 3.
Paris, Tenn., Cyrene W. Hall
Fern Terrace, Murray, Mrs
unemployment makes us hope
that some capable person will
assume the responsibility as
caretaker for New Concord
Cemetery when spring
arrives.
It is certain that though we
can sing "I ain't going to need
this house much longer, I'm
getting ready to leave this
thing," we are going to need.
cemeteries from now on.
James Wilson, New Concord,
is .- one local committee
member..
Some one said, "We are only
remembered by what we have
-done.- We are indebted to
these who in any way make it
easier for those left behind.
The Murray Ledger &
Times deserves credit for the
silver rush at Holiday lost two
days in January 1980. Hoarded
coins were exchanged for
bills, unbelievable.
One, person wondered what
his three cent silver coins over
100 year's old would bring. We
all wonder about the future.





(Phyllis), Rt. 1, Farmington,
Smith, Baby Boy (Nancy I, Ht.
7 Bx. 194, Mayfield.'
Dismissals
Vicky L. Moore and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, -Arlington, Mrs.
Tara L. Dennison and Baby
Boy, 1802 Gatesboro, Murray,
Mrs. Tamela F. Taylor and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2 Bx. 172A,
Wingo, Mrs? Vicki D. Hughes
and -Baby Girl, Rt. 5 Bxe 205,
Murray, Mrs. Deborah J.
Moseley and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Janice
M. Thurmond and Baby Boy,
600 Poplar, Apt. B, Murray,
Mrs. Betty J. Henson; Rt. It
MC. 58B„ Murray, Mrs. Lillian
D. Modglin, 733 Irley Ct.,
Murray, Donald F. Hardyn____
1415 Dudley, Murray, Mrs.
Jacqueline Henderson, 1210
Melrose, Murray, Mrs. Cora
M. Smith, Rt. 8 Bx: - 289, •
Benton, Bradley S. Erwin, Rt.
4, Murray, Mrs. Brownie K.
Mitchell, Bx. 78, New Con-
cord, Mrs. Jennifer K. Cates,
Bx. 44, Sedalia,' John R.
Falwell, Rt. 7 Bx. •124, Murray,
Cod l Compton .Jr., Rt. 2 Bx
149A, Murray, Mrs. Flossie M.
Wade, Rt. 2 Bx. 25B,
Springville, Tenn.„ Paul J.
Charles, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Berline E. Young,
1320 Olive Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
Edith T. Barrett, Rt. 8 Bx.
1030, Murray, Mrs. Beulah 1..
Fielder, 819 Hurt, Murray,
Mrs. Audis M. Gooch, Rt. 4
Bx. 104, Murray, Mrs. Opal I.
_Quilepd, 1809 College Farm
Rd., Murray, tirie F. Kelso,
Rt. 7 Bx. 452, Murray, Ira, R.
Kemp, 1500 Ryan, Murray,
Mrs. Marie G. Crisp, 1001
Fairlane, Murray, _Clifton
Cavitt, Box 107, Hardin.
The best fireplace fuels -
hardwoods such as rock.-e-W,-
hickory, white oak, maple,
beech and birch- burn slowly
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP — Ever
taste $15,000 chili?
It was the main dish the night they
threw the big party to celebrate the
completion of a year-long scavenger
hunt in Juneau, Alaska.
"Best staff I ever Me," said Mrs.
Richard B. Lauber. The recipe came
from the man who placed first in the
national chili cookoff in California.
"He sent it along with an
autographed apron, one of five things
that I needed for the game."
She also had to find: stalagtites or
stalagmite chips from Mammoth Cave;
an autographed calling card from
Queen Noor; the dining room wine list
from the Hotel DeParis; and a record
album called "The Prescription."
All were displayed prominently when
the other four couples arrived at the
Lauber home to determine the winner
of the hunt. It had started in January
1979 as a test of their skill and
imagination.
"We had agreed that each couple's
assignment would be kept secret until
the very end," Mrs. Umber explained.
"Boy, the things we dreamed up would
blow your mind."
The lists included such hard-to-
obtain items as:
—Dolly Parton's brassiere. "It
wasn't available."
—Spanish fly from Spain. "Don't
snicker. It was a real fly, not the
aphrodisiac."
—A champagne glass from Spiro
Agnew's inauguration as vice president
in 1973.
—A confirmed hotel reservation for
the Olympic games at Lake Placid,
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 24, the 24th
day of 1980. There are 342 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 24, 1965, Sir Winston Chur-
chill, English statesman and wartime
prime minister, died at the age of 90.
On this date:
In 1973, Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger said the Vietnam peace
accord meant an end to the fighting in
Laos and Cambodia. Hanoi's Pe Luc
Tho called it "a great victory for the
Vietnamese people."
Ten years ago, Israel and Egypt
locked in air battles deep within each
other's territories.
* Five years ago, four people were
killed and 53 injured in a bornb blast in
_Manhattan. Police blamed Puerto
Rican terrorists.
One year ago, the Iranian military
command 'closed Tehran airport just
11_4qm/wince a Jetliner 'was to leave for
Paris to pick up the AyatolliVi
Khomeini.
Today's birthday: Rep. Robert
Kastenmeier, D-Wis., is 56.
Thought for today; We shape our
buildings; thereafter they shape us —
Sir Winston Churchill (1874-1965)
Bible Thought
. For He hath made' Him to be sin
for us. Ole/ who knew no sin; that
we might be made the righteousness
of God in him. 11 Corinthians 521
one who can restore us to fellow
one who Ian rit.stort• us to trIlow
ship with God Everything and every-




The shrewd military genius Napoleon
was the first to say this, but perhaps it
is good advice for us to heed in dealing
with fanatic heads of state like Iran's
Khomeini or Uganda's Idi Amp:
Never interfere with an enemy
when be is in the process of
destroybig himself.
Marray Ledger & Times
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"I made a lot of friends while
tracking down the stuff I wanted," Mrs.
Lauber said.
A Glasgow physician and his wife,
who had heard who had heard about her
search for stalagmites, brought several
pieces with them on a trip to Juneau.
"We still correspond with them."
Mrs. Lauber recalls writing more
than 150 letters in an attempt to locate
the record album cut by the Phoenix
Angels Steel Harp Orchestra.
"I contacted radio stations in Florida
and California and newspapers in
Bermuda, Cuba and the Bahamas No
luck.
"Finally, I heard from Granada in
the West Indies, where a member of the
band was living. He gave me the
album."
When the time came to tally the score
and determine the best scavengers, the
Laubers discovered they had won.
Their prizes included crystal glasses,
cookware and "enough cashew nuts for
every cocktail party in the state of
Did the chili supper really cost
$15,000?
No, replied Mrs. Lauber. 'That was
the cash the California man got for
producing the best recipe. I thought it
would be fun to tell the other couples
they were eating an expensive meal."
The scavenger hunt taught her
something.
"My husband and I were impressed
with the generosity of people who sent
us not only the things we wanted but
pieces of themselves. That's
















Garrott 's Galley By M. C. Garrott
What Happened To The Nickname,
A Peer's Symbol Of Popularity
What ever happened to the good old
nickname?
It wasn't many years ago that almost
everyone had a nickname of some sort,
originating because of some physical--
characteristic, something said or done,
or because of a significant time or event
in a fellow's life.
More or less a descriptive name
instead of, or in addition to, the one
given by a fellow's parents when he
came into the world, his nickname,
generally, was given to him by his
peers — but not always.
Actually, a nickname was a sort of
popularity or recognition symbol.
Whether you likedorpurs or not, there
was a certain, deep-down appreciation
felt for, the special recognition it
carried.
Every community had lots of
nicknames. We had our share in
Mayfield when I was a youngster, and
several come quickly to mind.
Pussyfoot Johnson was one of the Car-
dinals' best football players. So were
Bootsie Watson and Big Train
Housman.
++++++
Chink Moreland was a little, curly-
headed fellow whose eyes would squint
up like a Chinaman's when he smiled.
Everybody liked Chink. He went on to
become a preacher. The last I heard of
him, he had the Baptist church at
Julian over in Christian County.
Folks around here know Wayne
Doran as Gassey, a carryover from his
days with the Murray Natural Gas
System,but when we were growing up
in Mayfield, we knew him as Dog Ears
or just plain Dog Doran. He wasn't as
big as he is now, and his ears stood out
• 44+ 4444-44-4444.44444-4444444-4-444-4444444 ++4 + 4+4+4 +4444*
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Less fortunate information turned into tragic news when the
parents of Pvt. Edward West, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. West of Alnu,,
Route 1, were first notified by the War Department that their soil
was slightly wounded, but later informed of his death in New
Guinea, Southwest Pacific, on Nov. 10, 1944. The family moved here
from Dover, Tenn., three years previously.
Lieut. Randall Patterson;- husband of Mrs. Ililda Ann Lawson
Patterson, and son of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Patterson, was reported
missing in action on Nov. 8, 1944, and received here Nov. 27.
Lieut. Patterson was not officially listed as a prisoner of war until
_Feb. 15, 1945, by the American Red Cross. ,
_Lieut. Eddie Roberts, 19 year old son of Mr. Eddie Roberts
Sr.,' Murray barber, was officially leported missing in action since
November 26, however the delayed message was received _here
Dec. 27, 1944. Lieut. Roberts had completed 10 successful missions
as a bomber navigator over enemy territory and had forwarded
his Air Medalt to his father. The War Department later announced
the ,missing in action information had been confirmed as killed in
action.
Pvt. James Hafford Smith, a member of the 95th Division, was
killed in the Saar Basin, Germany, Dec. 1, 1944, according to a
department message to his wife, Mrs. Evelyn Smith, and daughter.
'He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Smith of Kirksey and
had been in service two years.
Pfc. Robert Hall died Dec. 1, 1944, from wounds he received
in battle Nov. 30, 1944, according to his grandfather, Robert F. Hall,
and brother Calvin Hall of Route 6, Murray.
The war years in Calloway County had been a grim endurance
since Pearl Harbor, however, strained they may have appeared,
every person longed for the glimmering ray of, victory as the Allied
armies pressed their relentless struggle into the- very heartland a
Germany. Nonetheless, the elation of an impending victory in
Europe did not erase the uneasiness of a long and impending war
against japan in the Far East as the American troops landed in
Luzon, Philippines, where American troops had suffered-defeat by
an overwhelibing Japanese army soon after Pearl Harbor. The war
tempo. '-Europe had attained gigantic_ proportions so 441 the
casualties to the sons of Calloway the week of Jan. II, 1945, wit;ii




rather prominently — hence, the
nickname from somebody.
Jack Belote, one of the partners in
Purdom's hepe in Murray, a boyhood
Mayfield neighbor of mine, was known
to us as "Aeah." That was a nickname
pinned on him when, as a little fellow,
he would tell everybody he could swim.
When someone would ask him if he
could swim, he'd reply, "Aeah, I can
fim." First his family and then just
about everybody in the neighborhood
began to call him "Aeah," and it stuck,
although changed slightly later when he
was in high school to "Ale."
++++++
One time back in the late 50's or early
60's and when Cathryn and I were living
in St. Louis, we were at Kentucky Lake
for a few days with some friends. There
were four couples of us, and I had taken
the fellows to Mayfield one afternoon
for a round of golf at the Mayfield
Country Club. I wanted to show them
what it was like to play a really tough
golf course.
One of them was a vice-president of
the company I was with at the time, and
when we finished playing golf, he
remarked that he needed to get a check
cashed before we left town. No
problem, I told him.
When we went inte the Exchange
Bank, the first person I saw in one of the
teller cages was Prentice (Blue Leg)
McClain. Now, don't ask me how
Prentice got that nicimame, because I
don't know.
"Well, if it isn't Little Man Garrott!"
Blue Leg called out in greeting. We
hadn't seen each other for several
years. "hellow, Blue Leg," I responded.
"Do you mean they let YOU handle
money in here!" After a few
pleasantries like that, I explained that
riiirrdeiinTreded a cheek cashed.-Blue 
Leg was happy to accommodate him,
and my friend was liusily writing his
check, when Mouse Parham, at the time
county y, came fir. -
"Hello, Mouse," I said;kreeting
"It's good to see one of . our elected
officials." My friend paused in his
check writing to observe the newcomer,
barely believing what he was hearing.
We were standing there talking —
Blue Leg, Mouse and I — when the bank
porter timidly approached Mouse, and,
tapping him on the shoulder to get his
Humanely Speaking
attention, said softly, "Mr. Mousie,"
you're wanted on the telephone."
That almost was too much for my St.
Louis friend. Blue Leg! Little Man!
Mouse! Mr. Mousie! He talked to
himself all the way back to the lake,
and afterwards I heard him tell that
story many times.
++++++
Being short of stature, I had several
nicknames — Shorty, Little Britches,
Little Man and just plain "M." I didn't
like Shorty, and fought my share of
playground fist fights over it. The
"Little Britches" tag was given me by
the late Ernest Enoch, for whom I
worked after school and on Saturdays
at the Piggly Wiggly store. The Ironic
thing about it was, he wasn't as big as I
wast 110 pounds, but he was "Mr.
Enoch" to me.
The late Butch Heat became a legend
in Graves County. He operated a
general store in Symsonia for years. A
hotbed for nicknames, the store was the
town's favorite hangout, and Butch
probably gave more meaningful
nicknames that stuck than anyone
around. He is credited with:
Gobby Kaler and his brother, Fish-
mouth; Easy Hurt Collier and Jewell
(Uri)) Jarvis, all high school basketball
players Who defected to Mayfield when
the late Jimmy Pickard went there to
coach in the mid-30's. Others were Cecil
(Rudy Monk Owen) Reed, Libs Reid
and Buster or Old Man Lawson, who
worked in Butch's store.
++++++
There'S- no end to the list of
nicknames any one of us know of or can
recall — Stick Smith, Ig Carrico,
Stopper and Kit Thorpe, Pug Overbey
to name a few others of those days.
mets at-Murre.Stato.14oWUt Jnghe.d 
Mitchell, Pignose McGowan, Dodger
Love, Dolt O'Dell, Ham Morris, Pigiron
Land and others.
WS- P.-"IrzYe-- -1.1-TM Ida Red
Hewitt, Rowdy Stewart -- names they
admit to — but I don't hear as many
nicknames as I used to. I wonder why,
because I feel they reflect a ceriain
closeness, or fellowship, or affection for
one .another that for some reason or the
other doesn't seem to be there today.




Written By The Humane
Society Of Calloway County
Last spring, a Murray man was
convicted in a local court on a charge of
cruelty to animals. According to wit-
nesses, he had left his St. Bernard dog
tied to a fence in his back yard all
winter without any shelter whatsoever!
From October through March,
kthrough the cold winter months when
'The temperature often hovered near the
zero mark, the dog lay on the wet or
frozen ground without protection from
wind, rain, and snow. Another dog was
kept on an 18 inch chain in a dog house
which did not have a front or back wall
to protect the aging animal from the
elements. Much of the runoff water in
the yard drained right through the dog
house, and the animal spent the long
winter nights lying in water and
shivering in the cruel cold. Four other
dogs in a nearby pen fared little better.
The owner's fine of $100 pl& court costs
hardly compensated for the misery
these helpless animals suffered.
Why did no one do anything about the
animals? One neighbor whom we
contacted in the matter replied that
what went on across the driveway was
""^"1 of her business!"
But no one has a "right" to be cruel,
and cruelty to animals or other human
beings is your business. The law
recognizes this. Those who witness
cruelty or neglect have a legal and
moral duty to report such incidents to
the authorities and to serve as wit-
nesses in any legal action that must be
taken. John Ruskin, the English writer,
put it aptly many years ago when he
wrote, "Not to be actively kind is to be
cruel." The lady across the driveway
who watched her neighbor's dogs suffer
through last winter's frigid cold and did
nothing was as guilty in our opinion of
cruelty to the animals, in a moral
sense, as their callous owner.
While the Humane Society does in-
volve itself in the prosecution of cruelty
cases such as the one last spring, it
cannot do it all. Those individuals who
see dogs which are not fed, horses left
out in the weather without shelter, or
cats mistreated have an obligation to
take a stand for the cause of kindness.
Only when each of us realizes his own
responsibility to speak out against
cruelty -will the treatment of animals
Improve signifIcanUy. The animals
have no voice but yours. It is your
business.
The Animal Shelter, which is located
lit 105 East Sycamore Ext., is open
Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to
noun, and 1.p.m. to 4 p.m. On Satur-
days, it is.open froth team 1.
For inforrnatioh about the shelter, lost




Richard S. Simmons, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Archie C. Simmons of Murray,
and Curtis R. Yeary, son. of Mr. and
Mrs. L. L. Yeary of Murray Route 3,
were inducted into the U. S. Marine
Corps in the January draft call from
Calloway County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, executive secretary of
Local Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service.
Deaths reported include Miss Clara
Smiley, Mrs. Morelle Stubblefield
Hafer, 64, and Walter T. Wyatt, 82.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe G. Johnston an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Cathy Lynn, to John Dee Hopkins, son
of Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Hopkins.
Births reported include a boy,
Douglas David, to Dr. and Mrs. James
David Duncan on Jan. 18, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. George V. Nicols, Jr., on
J. 21
-
In high school basketball Mayfield
beat Murray High and St. Mary's beat
Calloway County High. High- team
scorers were Allen Hudspeth for.
Murray, Joe Ford for Mayfield, Hixon
for St. Mary's and Rushing for
Calloway.
Alonzo Williams of Paducah will
speak at the worship services on
Sunday at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
20 Yeats Ago
The Murray City Council at its last
meeting authorized the purchase of a
new fire truck and a new police cruiser
for the city of Murray.
William C. Roberts, son of Mrs. Jesse
Roberts, was recently promoted to
Specialist in Wortheim, Germany,
where he is a member of the 35th
Artillery.
John Darnall, Mike Jones, Tommy
Lassiter, Sandra Smith, Becky Moore,
Jane Miller, and Marybeth Robertson,
students at Murray College High
School, participated in the All-State
Orchestra contest of the Kentucky
Music Educators Convention held at
Bowling Green.
Ninety-three Murray State College
seniors have applied for degrees to be
granted in January. The figures
compare with 69 last January, 63 in
1958, and 52 in 1957.
A new science laboratory for Murray
High School has just been completed. It
has a new location, doubled in area, and
equipped with modern apparatus and
instruments.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Calhoun, a boy to.Mr. and Mrs.
William Ethridge, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ezra Jones.
30 Years Ago
Narcotics valued at $100 were stolen
last night from the Holland Drug Store
on the court square in Murray.
Calloway County Sheriff Wayne, Flora
said the Federal' Bureau of
Investigation officials at Paducah have
been called into the case.
The Calloway County Rural Electric
Association project will be completed
about Feb. 15, according to John Edd
Walker, manager of the West Kentucky
RiiFiV 'ETe-ctrlt Cooperative o
poration.
Deaths reported include Mrs. A. C.
Burnett.
An aterage M.47.:orrisi*-pwted.fw. --
.the- sale of dark fired.tobacco on the
Murray Market yesterday.
A total of 72 students are candidates
for degrees from Murray State College
at the end of the first semester to make
the largest mid-term graduating class
in the history of the college, according
to Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar.
Miss Rubie Smith, president of the
First District Education Association,
spoke on "Are We School Keepers Or
School Teachers" at the meeting of
teachers of Calloway County held Jan.
20 at Hazel High School. Other speakers
were Eula Mae Doherty, Ann Wood,
Holman Jones, Cleo Grogan, Bill :
Miller, Charlie Lassiter, Hewlett
Cooper, Raymond Herring and Carman
Parks, according to D. J. Miller,
president of the county group.
TE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers. .The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishel the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL,
Any senator or representative
may be_ reached through 0,
congressional switchboard. 202-224 -
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
DC. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford '
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington. DC. 20515
STATE LEV el,
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by.dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, 'Ky. '40601. Home
addresses of state legnslatofs
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Murray Faces Another Key
Road Clash At Austin Peay •
By DAVID HIBBerTS
Sports Editor
After its longest rest in a
..month, a four-day break.
Murray State travels to Austin
Peay for an Ohio Valley
Conference game- at - 7 :30_
tonight.
More important for Murray
▪ than its rest is the return of
foreard Gary Hooker, who
• hopes to return to the form he
was showing just before his
eye injury.
, Hooker, looking more and
more like Murray's - best
. player in years, had raised his
scoring average to 19.9 points
a game, his shooting per-
• centage to 56.8 and rebound
average to 14.1 a game.
According to Murray
- trainer Paul -Mock,- Hooker
. will not have to wear any
• protective goggles or other
, devices which could hamper
his vision or the aim on his
shooting. Hooker's other
coecern could be watching for
another blow to the eye.
••I hope Gary can give a
. • credible effort." Murray
coach Ron Greene said. "He
• does not appear to be gun shy.
• "I just hope we get the same
type of effort ( Murray has
: gotten in the last couple of
. games) out of our other
; players."
Hooker was not-showing any
effects of being hindered by
his missed time or by im-
paired vision.
"The eye is just like it was
before," he said. "I didn't feel
any pain after the surgery.
"It's no big thing. I am
going to start where I left off
— 1 am just going to play my
hardest.
-It his absence ) did help
because you could see what
other talent we had on the
court. It might have been
overlooked when I was out
there. .
"It gives, us a Whole lot
betteraance to do Well in the
conference). It's proof they
can -play .without- me_ .1 .may
have a hard time getting the
ball at Austin Peay.
-I think I came as close as I
possibly could to reaching the
top of his game lam going to
try to play harder."
Austin Peay falls into the
bracket of opponents which
Murray needs to beat on the.
road. The Governors have lost
all five of their conference
games, including a 95-71 loss
at home to first-place Western
Kentucky, and own a 4-12
overall record.
Austin Peay is led in both
scoring and rebounding by 6-
foot-6 junior college transfer
Roosevelt Sanders with
averages of 14.2 points and 6.9.
rebounds a game. 6-2 guard
Andy Burton and 6-3 guard
Jimmy . Blanford are also
;Minniefielt1 Dishes Out 13 Assists
averaging in double figure
scoring at 13.8 and 11.2,
respectively.
"Austin Peay is just as
scary as Middle Tennessee
was," Greene said. "They are
like our club was last year.
"They have played a lot of
people close. They -just have -
not gotten over the hump.
"They have played
everybody well. Western
kinda exploded late in the
game to goose it ( the score)
up.
“They are very team-
oriented and have a balanced
attack. We don't have to stop
one player."
_ Murry will be taking an
()VC record of 4-1 and an
overall record of 11-5 into the
contest.
Murray's womens team will
also meet Austin Peay, in a
5:15 p.m. game. Murray is
still winless in the OVC
through four games while
Austin Peay has chalked up a
3-2 mark.
The Lady Governors are led
in scoring- by Golena Rucker
with a 14.6 aderage, with
Elaine Swafford close behind
at 13.1.
Murray forward Laura
Lynn averages 14.2 points a
contest while guard Janice
McCracken heads the con-
ference in free throw shooting
with 87.5 percent.
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Tigers Fall Behind 23-5
14 In Loss To Carlisle Co.
GARY HOOKER shown stuffing a s ot on the play in
which his eye was injured does not appear to be gun-
4
 
shy for tonightTgame at Austin P y.
89-67 Kentucky Win Over State
Counted Among Season's Best
By The Associated Press
STARKVILLE, Miss. (AP)
Kentucky counts its 89-67
,Southeastern Conference
-victory over Mississippi
State's Bulldogs among its
hest basketball performances
this season.
-We played better as a
team," said Kentucky Coach
Joe Hall' after Wednesday's
,night's victory. "We moved
the ball better. Not-since last
year have they moved the ball
as well as they did tonight."
The statistics-bore out Hall,
whose Cats established a pair
of school eeeords. In addition
to scoring 14 points, freshman
guard Dirk Minniefield
trended out 13 assists, two
More than the record of 11
established by Mike- Casey in
1969. Kentucky's 33 assists
was three more than the
record set against Alabama in
1968.
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Guard Kyle Macy scored 14
of his 20 *points in the second
half as the fifthranked
Wildcats Opened a .com-
mending - lead and ther
coasted to their 1,6th victor
agihst three losses, makiL
them 6-2 in the SEC. .
Kentucky had led 44-37
the half.
"I'm happy with our teme
play tonight," said Macy, who
chipped in with eight assist,
-It's probably one, of our bte,t
games."
Mississippi State suffered
its fourth straight less despite
a 27-point performance
freshman guard Jeff Malone,
who hit on his first seven shots'
and had .18 points in the first
By GARY GARTH
Sports Writer
Murray High fell behind
early and was never really in
the contest against a strong
Carlise County team last night
as the Tigers lost in the first
round of the Ballard Memorial
Invitational Tournament by a
score of 78-55.
Carlise took control of the
game from the opening tip
behind the sharp shooting of
guard Ronnie Nelson and the
rebounding of their front line
which averaged 6-foot-7.
Nelson scored 18 of his game-
high 25 points in the first half.
The Comets shot their best
in the epening quarter, hitting
10 of 15,T shots from the field
while the Tigers were hitting a
poor two of 14.
Carlise quickly turned its
hot shooting and strong
rebounding into .a 23-5 first
period lead.
"They played very well
right off the bat" noted
Murray head coach Cary
Miller. "We had to play catch
up ball all night. Its tougleto
do when you get behind that..
far that early .
-They are the best team
we've played all year."
The Comets were led under
the boards by 6-6 forwards
Nathan Flail n d Kenny
Gibson and by 6-8 senior
center Paul Crowley.
Carlise extended its 18-point
lead at the end of the first
quarter to a 44-16 halftime
margin. _
' But where some teams may
have given up, the Tigers
came out strong in the second
half, shooting arid rebounding
better than they had during
the first two periods. -
Although the Comets still
held a commanding 60-38 lead
at the end of the third quarter,
'Murray had closed the scoring
gap and was a much better
ballclub in the third quarter.
"Our kids held a lot of poise
in the second half." Miller
said. "'ewe could have played
the first half like We did in the
second. I believe the outcome
would have been different.
The Tigers conutined to
battle back in the final stanza
but the Comets held off the
revitalized Murray squad and
rolled to its easy win.
Howie Crittenden led the
scoring for the Tigers with 14
points.
The Comets had three
ptayerslirdoubte figures, ted
by Ronnie Nelson who finished
the game with 25.
The Tigers next game will
be a February 2 contest
against Christi, County.-
Starting time forthe junior
varsity game will be 2:00 p.m.
to be followed by the varsity
contest. •
Murray 4551 — Crittenden
14, Daniel 10, Swift 9, Roberts
6, Bradshaw 5, McMillan 4,
'Lett° 3, Taylbr 2, Alexander 2.
Carlise County (78) —
Nelson 25, Crowley 16, Hunt
12, Crice 9, Guhy 7, Milner 4,
N. Hall 3, P. Hall 2.
NCAA Asks For Lawsuit
DENVER (AP) — The
National Collegiate Athletic
Association has asked the 10th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeal:,
to allow it to sue the federal
'government over proposed
gtedelines for women's in-
tereellegiate sports.
The association, based in
Kansas' City, wants the ap-
pellate court to overturn a
Murray Frosh Sweep Past Jetton
le Murray freshman girls
te defeaeed Jetton of
P4icah 37-14 last night
b'h4id forward Glenda Fox's
ints and center Monica
's 10.
Ihe two alsoo shared
7c' boinding honors with
.7etton's Orlanda Ray with six
Murray held Jetton to an
abysmal 10 percent 13-for-30i
shooting night in raising its
record to 4-0 for the season.
Jetton
Murray
3 7 3 1 14
813 7 937
Jet ton 4141 — Orlanda Ray
3, Lisa Fitzgerald 2, Kathy
Patterson 4, Valerie Lowery 2,
Twanda Maxwell -0, Teresa
Boyd 3', Melody Keeling 0,
Donna Bunch 0.
Murray (37 — Glenda Vox
13, Monica Green 10, Velvet
Jones 7, Mel Kelly 0, Jilt
Burkeen 7, Lori Schanbacher
0, Flaysha Roberts 0, Connie
Spann 0.
lowercourt decision
prohibiting it from filing the
suit.
The NCAA contends that (he
Title IX guidelines banning
sex discrimination in college
athletic programs usurp the
authority of the colleges and
would create economic and
administrative hardships for
some schools, and for the
NCAA.
U.S. District Judge Earl
O'Connor of Kansas City ruled
two years ago that the NCAA
has no legal standing to Sue
the government over the Title
IX issue.
The three-judge appellate
court said after a hearing
Tuesday that it could not
predict when it might rule, in
the case.
-He played - a fine game,"
said Hall. "I don't think we
were prepared for his taking
the ball one-on-one like he
did."
The Bulldogs fell to 10-7
overall and 4-5 in the SEC.
It had been reported earier
in the week that dissension has
developed on the Mississippi
State squad.
Bulldog Coach Jim Hatfield
said the problems were
"bound to have some effect on
us. I don't know how much
effect the week's problems
had on us."
Hall said he was especially
pleased with the Wildcats'
execution of the fast break.
"We pushed the ball down
the court bbetter tonight," he
said.
Mississippi State forward
Rickey Brown scored 22
points, hitting five points to
cut Kentucky's lead to 47-42,
but the Bulldogs then suffered
a five-minute scoring dearth
and Kentucky surged.
The Wildcats opened a 15-
point lead on the shooting of
Macy, lavon Williams and
Fred Cowan and led 57-4? with
14:18 left before Brown ended
the Bulldog drought.
Macy hit three 'jumpers and
Williams contributed two
more baskets as Kentucky
built its lead 'to 71-55 with 6:40
left and then coasted in. At one
point, the Wildcats led by 26.
Malone's shooting gavf •
Mississippi State an early
four-point lead, but Kentucky
went ahead for good at 26-25 on
Cowan's jumper with 9:55 left
in the first half.
Hall said he ran 7-foot-1
freshman Sam Bowie.in and
.out of the game because Bowie
had been ill with a sort throat
and fever and didn't-went tn. -
tire him.
Joining, the Kentucky
guards in double figures was
Cowan with 17, Williams with
12 and Bowie with 10.
It's time
ou considered
ore of a truck!
"ruck!
It's time!
Right now you can select
from a wide range of ex-
citing models. And they're
available immediately.
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WE WROTE THE BOOK
ON 4-WHEE1 DRIVE.
MORE reasons: a very com-
petitive price, a wide selec-
tion of exciting models, and
Immediate availability. Test
drive a Jeep Truck today!
From the Truck Division of Jeep Corporation.

























































SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
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Xmas City 31 II 316
Milwaukee X 24 .631
Chicago 17 31 254
Deliver 17 35 _327
Utah 16 36 .314
Pail& DMA=
Seattle 71 13 740
Lai AngeleK__,z la_ -793
Phoenix 32 11 .640
San Diego 27 V -301
Portland II 77 .471
Golden State 15 34 206
Wednesday's Gasses
Seattle IS, Atlanta 96
Boston III, Detroit JOG
Hainlian III, San Dingo 110, 2 OT
San Antonio IN, Indiana 130
New Jersey 117, Cleveland 103
Philadelphia 1111, Denver 93
New York III, Phoenix 110
Milwaukee 104, Golden State 102
Tharsdey's Games
New Jersey at Washington
1,os Angels at Portland
Kansas City at Utah
Friday's Gaines
Washington at Boston
San Diego at Indiana
Detroit at New Jersey
Kanwis City at Chicago
Seattle at San Antonio
Milwaukee at Phoenix
New York at Golden State













By The Associated Press
EAST
Buckneil 69, Delaware SI
Connecticut 74, Providence 63
Drew 711, Stevens Tech 91
Fairleigh Diciunaon 54, Baltimore 48
Georgetown, D.C. 10?, U.S. Internal
79
jndiana, Pa 86, California, Pa_ 71
lona 57. Colgate 49
LaSalle 65, Drexel 61
Monmouth IN, Montclair St_ 62
St.Francis, N. Y. 80, Army 71
St. Joseph's, Pa. 60, Penn 51301
W .Chester 53, Lehigh 52
Yale 11. New Hampshire 62
• 901.7111
Alabama 50, Auburn 46, OT
Clemson 65, Furman 67
E Tennessee St. 54, Appalachian 50
Florida So. 70, S.Carohna 62
Georgia 55. Tennessee 54
Grambluig 68, NW Louisiana 63, 2 CIT
Jacksonville 91, S.Florida 75
Jacksonville St. 82, Athens Col. 69
----RentocirylltAttiestlegppf Stet- - -
Louisiana St. 72, Mississippi 66
Maryland 66, N.Carohne Si. 62
N.Carolina 73, Wake Forest 61
N Georgia 70, Shorter 50
S. Mississippi 59, Memphis St. 54
Virginia 90. Duke 84
W.Carolina 79, Citadel 60
-V Virginia 71, American U 69.01
MIDWEST
Ball St. 75, W . Michigan 73
Bowling Green 67, E . Michigan 63
Butler 95, Carthage 51
Cleveland St. 89, Pittsburgh 66
Kansas 72, Oklahoma 67
Kansas St. 73, lowa-fik 63
Kent St. 65, °Noll. 76
'Missouri 78, Coldbado 45 '
Nebraska 74, Oklahoma St. 73, OT
Notre Dame 64, Cantsms 63
-Oral Roberta 114, Portland St. U
Toledo 69, Miami, Ohio 64
SOLTHWEST
Arkansas St. 52, Oklahoma City 49,01
Samford 46, Houston Baptist 45
Texas-El PiLSO 90, New Mexico 70
WEST
No.Coborado Ail, peel, er 64
San Francisco 90, SaL Dicg,
Seattle U. IC, Santa Clara 73
SeColorado 87, Adams St 77
01-24-0119- Blocs
Kentucky Pol!
LEXINGTON, Ky. i API — Here are
the top 15 ranked Kentucky buys high
wheel basiorthell tem with first-place
voles in parentheses, records and Neal
pain its:
1. Lou Moore I  16-2 256
2, Lon Ballard 151  135
3. Warta East (It  17-2 BM
4. °welshes** 14-2 116
6. Franklis Co i 11  194 196
6. Les Bryan Station  14-3 146
'7. Can Holmes 12-2 12$
S. Lou Central 123 164
9. Oldham Co 14-2 U
N
11. Frankfurt  12-2
12. Lou Iroquois 10-3 65
13. Lou Atherton 11-4 64
14. Lincoln Co  14-1 48
IS. Lou Dots 10-4 33
Transactions
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
Natioaal Football League
— • - CHINANte -BEARS — Named Ted
Plumb receiver coach.
MIAMI DOLPHINS — Announced the
retirement of Mike Current, offensive
tackle.
NEW YORK GIANTS — Signed Brian
Kelley, linebacker, to a multi-year con-
tract.
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS — Named
George Seifert defensive backfield
comb; Chuck Studley on-field ad-
numstrator; Bill McPherson defensive
line coach and Norb Hecker linebacker
coach.
moving, postponing or can-
celling the Moscow Games if
Soviet troops are still in
Afghanistan on Feb, 20.
One member of Congress
said he expected the full
House to approve the
resolution before the weekend,
when the USOC is to meet in
Colorado Springs to decide
how they are going to respond
to Carter's position and the
Silas Rides Shotgun For Gervin
By The Associated Press
Who's that masked man
riding shotgun for George
Gervin?
Why it's none other than
Paul Silas. Oops, make that
James Silas.
Oh, well, that's the way it
goes when you play in the.
same backcourt wiTh Gervin.
"He (Silas) , is almost a
forgotten man," San Antonio
Coach Doug Moe said Wed-
nesday night, after the Spurs
trounced the Indiana Pacers
144-130. "He's had 10 straight
games over 20 points and
nobody hardly knows he's
even in there."
Silas popped in 32 points
against Indiana but Gervin,
the National Basketball
Association's leading scorer,
erupted for a season-high 55.
"I had a lot of .lucky rolls,"
Gervin said. "I think.Silas and
me are the two hardest guards
in the league to matkh up
against."
Elsewhere, the Philadelphia
76ers crushed the Denver
Nuggets 118-93, the Boston
Celtics flattened the Detroit
Pistons 131-104, the , Seattle
SuperSonics edged the Atlanta
Hawks 98-96, the Houston
Rockets nipped the San Diego
Clippers 111-110 in double
overtime, the New York
Knicks downed the Phoenix
Suns 119-109, the Milwaukee
Bucks shaded the Golden
State Warriors 104-102 and the
New Jersey Nets ,beat the
Cleveland Cavaliers 117-103.
The Spurs, playing without
their No.2 scorer Larry
Kenon, shot 59 percent in
winning their third straight
game. They had a 21-point
lead whittled to eight early in
the third period but John
Shumate led a 19-6 bud that
signaled an end to Indiana's
four-game winning streak.
76ers 118, Nuggets 93
Henry Bibby came off the
bench in the second quarter to
spark a 34-13 burst that
powered Philadelphia Over
Denver. The Nuggets, who
trailed by 13 midway in the
first quarter, took a 32-31 lead
early in the second period but
the 76ers ran off the next nine
points and opened a 65-45
halftime advantage. The 76ers
were led by Julius Erving and
Steve Mix with 24 points
apiece. Bibby collected 14 of
his 15 during the second-
quarter flurry.
Celtics 131, Pistons 104
Rick Robey, starting his
first game of the season
because of an injury to Dave
Cower's, scored 24 points and
grabbed 19 rebounds as the
Celtics remained One-half
game behind Philadelphia in
the Atlantic Division. After a
54-54 halftime standoff, Boston
outscored the Pistons 29-10 in
the first eight minutes of the
third quarter behind Larry
Bird's 10 points and eight by
former Piston M.1.. Carr. Both
finished with 21.
SuperSonics 98, Hawks 96
Gus Williams capped a 35-
point game with a 28-foot,
three-point field goal with six
seconds left as Seattle won its
eighth game in a row and
handed Atlanta its fifth
consecutive setback. The
Hawks' managed only five
field goals in the final 181/2
minutes. It was Seattle's 15th
triumph in their last 20 rOad
games. -
Rockets 111, Clippers 110
Moses Malone scored 31
points and grabbed 12
rebounds while Calvin Mur-
phy hit for nine points in the
two overtime periods. Murphy
hit Houston's final two baskets
of the second overtime shortly
after Coach Del Harris was
ejected with his second
technical foul. Lloyd Free led
the Clippers with 33 points.
Page To Meet Foe To Go Past Three
By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville heavyweight boxer
Greg Page is going to meet a
foe who — unlike his other
opponents — will be able to go
'•rnore than three rounds with
Film, according to fight
prornoter Butch Lewis.
---71*---oppwant
Victor kodriquez, a Mexican
fighter wht, now lives in San
Antonio, Texas. Rodriquez, 9-
2-1, "has never been stopped
(knocked out)," Lewis said.
"He's 6-foot-1, 210 pounds and
in Mexico he had five vic-
tories, four by knockout."
Rodriquez replaces Johnny
Boudreaux on a Feb. 1 card at
Louisville Gardens that will
alsti Iiittri--ì ritaitY or OW-
Neal heroes," Lewis said. So
far, Page has dispatched all
seven of his foes, all by
knockout, and only one op-
ponent has lasted until the
third round.
The promoter also an-
nounced that on the same card
"Too Small Jones" will battle
the "Bionic Baby."
Shialf ones," was
listed at 3-foot-9 and "Bionic
Baby" at 3-6.
- X 9 42$
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Chairman Frank Sgroi of
the Kentucky Athletic Com-
mission said he had called
several sports writers and
people in the fight business
and was convinced that
Rodriquez is "a legitimate
opponent."
He ( Rodriquez) is a tough
Me)--&-aft -c:ap-able d-
taking the toughesr punches,"
_Lewis said, although ad-
mitting he had never seen
Rodriquez.
"I checked him out from
California to New Jersey,"
Sgroi said of Rodriquez. Dan
Cook of the San Antonio
Examiner told me this guy
can take a punch ... "
Sgroi said Bill Brennan,
U.S. Boxing Association
president, expressed the
opinion that Rodriquez is "a
good fighter and the fight
could go (the full) eight
rounds."
He also quoted Bob Busse,
vice president of the World
Boxing Council as saying the
Rodriquez-Page fight could go
the distance.
Page had no comment, but
his uncle Dennis Page
predicted " ... a good match.
We should have a good fight."
Lewis said he and the Page
family would not be "in-
timidated" by those who
would have Page "fight Larry
Holmes tomorrow." He
defended the caliber of boxers
Page has been meeting
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American Boycott Of Olympics
Could Affect Future of Games
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sparta Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S
Olympic Committee President
Robert J. Kane says any in-
terference with the Games
scheduled for Moscow this
summer would have an effect
on the future of the Olympic
movement.
Kane told the House Foreign
Affairs Committee Wed-
nesday that whatever actions
the United States takes, in-
cluding the non-participation
by American athletes in the
.,pparent threat of a boycott
Meanwhile, the Athletes
Advisory Council, part of the
USOC, is polling its members
to see how they feel about the
Idea of participating in the
Games. The Associated Press
contacted 32 of the 47 mem-
bers of the council and most
suPPorted the idea of going to
the Games whether Carter's
conditions are met or not.
The AP survey of the council
members found that- 20
favored U.S. participation in
summer Games, would be met the Games even if Soviet
with -a counter' reaction by the- trop i *.w-ele still isri
Soviets and the Eastern Afghanistan. Six council
Europaan bloc. members were opposed to
But the committee approved sending a team under those
a bill that would endorse ,eortditions while four were
President Carter's call for undecided and-two would not
discuss their views while the
council poll was going on.
Kane told the congressional
hearings, "If the United States.
does not participate in
Moscow, the Soviets most
likely will stay away from the
Games' in Los Angeles in
1984."
Kane also said he did not
believe the Eastern bloc would









17-stick pack. Your choice
of flavors. 29031.21
if the Moscow Games are
transferred to another city, a
suggestion that has been made
but that Kane believes cOuld
not be carried eut because of
the lack of tinie to provide
food and housing for the
participants.
The USOC president also
said the United States appears
to have little international
support, even from the
nation's allies, for a boycott of
the Games.
Kane also said, "I would
deplore the cancellation of the
Games because they would
never be resurrected: The
Games can get along without
the Russians, as they did until
1952, and they can get along
without the United States, but -
they won't be as we have come
to know them."
Carter, in. his State of the
Union address Wednesday
night, repeated his opposition
to the United States par-
ticipating in the Games if
Soviet troops remain in
Afghanistan.
He declared: "I have
notified the Olympic Com-
mittee that with Soviet in-
vading forces in Afghanistan,
1
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neither the American people
nor I will support sending an
Olympic team to Moscow.
Carter received new in-
ternational support for his
position on Wednesday.
Sources told the AP that
Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin will support
a boycott of the Moscow
Olympics unless the Soviet
Union withdraws from
Afghanistan or the Games are
moved.
Australia, Egypt and Fiji
- have ,also expressed
. willingness to go along with Kane said the USOC does-
the UnftedStatm not have toact until May 19,
But France and Mexico the date when it must say if it
have said they are sending will enter athletes in the
teams to the Olympics and Moscow Games.
Death Won't Have Adverse Effect
CHAHI.ESTON, W.Va.
(AP) — The state boxing
commissioner doesn't think
the death of a 13-year-old
fighter during a recent
tournament in Lenore will
have an adverse effect on the
sport in West Virginia.
Allen Tackett said that any
time there is contact involved
in a sport, injury can result, a
most major countries ;re
waiting to see what happens
before committing them-
selves.
Kane pleaded with the
House committee to permit
the USOC more time to work
out a solution to the crisis. He
said the USOC would be
discussing every aspect of the
problem this weekend at the
Colorado meeting and that the
IOC would give them a formal
!waling in lake Placid, N.Y.,
on Feb. 10.
fact that participants are fully
aware of before they begin
competition.
"I personally don't think
this will have a great effect
on boxing in the state)," he
said. "You seldom see anyone
hurt in amateur boxing. In any
combative sport, there is a
risk involved. Anyone who
deals with boxing knows there
is some calculated risk.
Values
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High School Students Won't
Have To Take More Classes
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. iAPi —
Kentucky high school students
will not have to take more
classes to graduate. However,
the state Board for
Elementary and Secondary
Education is gOing to en-
courage local boards of
education to increase
graudation requirements.
The state board voted
Wednesday not to raise the
minimum number of credits
required for high school
graduatinn from, 18 to 20
Instead of mandating ,an in-
crease, the board voted to
encourage local boards of
education to raise graduation
requirements if they feel it
would be in the best interests
of their students.
The board voted to with-
draw a proposed regulation it
-had tenatively adopted last
year raising the requirement
mNININNNINm.
MISS
YOUR PAPER? - -
Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916.between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circllation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays. to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur-
days
to 20. The action had been
recommended by board
secretary Fred Schultz, who
held a public hearing on the
proposal Dec. 19.
Schultz said all of the
comments at the hearing had
been opposed to the increase.
He—said that a survey
conducted by the Department
of Education indicated that
approximately 70 percent of
the 1979 high school graduates
in Kentucky had received
more than ihe minimum 18
hours and had attended high
school for four year!.
An assumption could be
made that many of the
students who are capable of
earning additional credits are
already doing so," Schultz
said.
"In addition, there is a
possibility that the present
high school dropout rate of
33.5 percent would increase if
the amended regulation was
mandated," Schultz said.
Schultz said local school
officials had also contended
the measure would create




He said there was also a
philosophical thread of local
control versus additional state




said he feared the increase
would penalize slower
students, who would be forced
to pass a minimum of five
hours each year.
"It would not accomplish
what you think,- Barber told
the board.
Board member Rev. Bob
Brown of Lexington said he
was still concerned that-many
seniors who have completed
Joe Todd Motor Sales
Clean Quality Used
Cars and Trucks
Joe Todd Larry Hale
Ple9111 ,of 77's, 78's & 79's
507 S. 12tb' - 753-2814
their 18 hours are spending
much -of the day away from
school loafing on the streets.
The board directed its staff
to draft a proposal that would
provide that any school not
keeping its students on
campus Or under supervision
for six hours a day would lose
its accreditation.
The staff was also directed
to draft a proposal that would
provide that no more than five
credits each of the first three
years in high school would
coont toward the graduation
requirements, although ab
credits earned would be
transfered to college.
Board chairman Henry
Pogue said that would insure
that seniors would be taking at
least three courses.
In other action, ;be board
rejected a request bs
Christian County High School
to give credit for participation
in a drill team.
The request, under an ex-
perimental class programs,
would have provided one
elective credit in physical





County Shrine Club met on
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Inn for their monthly
social meeting. After a social
hour, a repast was served
family style to the ap-
proximately 50 Sffriners, their
wives and guests.
The club president, Morris
Bilbrey, was presented a
certificate which indicated
that the club made a con-
tribution of 83500 to the Shrine
"One Hundred Million Dollar
Club" last year. The club was
organized several years ago. 
bythe Shrine of North
America to raise $100 million
dollars, the interest from
which is being used to operate
the Shrine's , 21 hospitals and
burns institutes.
The local _Shrine club has
made contributions of over
125,000 to the club over the
past several years with most
of these funds coming from
the annual Shrine Golf
Tournament held the second
Madison County Men
Charged With Murder
RICHMOND, Ky. AP, —
Two Madison County men
were charged with murder
Wednesday in the shooting
death Friday of a convenience
store clerk. Richmond police
announced in a news con-
ference.
The men wereadentified as
Harold • McQueen, 27, and
William Keith Eurnell, 19.
The victim was 23-year-old
Rebecca O'Hearn, who was
shot twice while working alone
at the Minit Mart store in
Richmond.
Police said McQueen and
Eurnell already were in jail
when the murder charges
were filed.
McQueen was being held on
a traffic violation while
  had.ibeest areesrod
a charge of theft by unlawful
taking. 
Mon. 153-1611
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weekend in August of each
year. Bobby Fike was the
tournament chairman last
year and will again head the
event this year. Fike urged all
Shriners to assist this year,
since the Shrine Southeastern
meeting will be held in
I.ouisville on the same
weekend as the golf tour-
nament and as many Shriners
as possible will be needed for
the tournament.
Beginning next year the
Shrine Southeastern meeting
will be held on the first
weekend in August each year,
this precluding such a conflict
as that which will face the club
this year.
Shrine hospitals are open to
any child up to the age of 18
who suffers from burns or
orthopedic difficulties. These.
children are accepted by
Shrine hospitals with - no
regard to color, religion, race
or creed, at no cost to the child
or his or her family, a club
spokesman said. John. I.
Williams is local -Shrine
'chairman for this service.
Those attending were
Nobles and Mesdames Bobby
Fike, Charles Hineman,
James C. Williams, Treman
Farris, Bub Stacey, Bruce
Wilson, Morris Bilbrey,, Bob
Dempster, Woodrow Dunn,
Cliff Finney,- Jack Norwine,
William E. Moffitt, Norman
Klapp, Roy. Folsom, Phil
Criehfield, Allen Jones, JIck
Thompson, Leroy Todd; and
Buford Hurt and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie.
Visitors were Noble Bob
Husher and his wife Sue, Mike
Norwine and date Sharon
Page, Noble Gilbert Stice, and
Mrs. I,orah Arnold. Nobles
Hineman and Farris are new
, members of the club. Mrs
Arnold's late husband was an




A. Your 81/2.00 yearly membership entitles you to dine once each
month for ci hitt -year, enjoying the finest foods anywhere, com-
pliments of the house. You'll enjoy the superb service, choice of the
menu and be treated as an honored guest at Alexander's.
B. This is a limite&membership offer to familiarize you with the
quality foods and beverages offered at Alexander's. There are no
gimmicks or hidden features. Your membership card entitles you to
'dine at Alexander's once a month for a full year and your dirrner is
free with a paid dinner of equal or greater value, so two dine for
the price of one..
C. You will receive a personalized membership card entitling you to
the deluxe dinners at Alexander's: "TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE."
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YOUR CHOICE OF MENU: STEAKS, CHICKEN AND SEAFOOD
AS PART OF OUR SPECIAL GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
By Joining THE DINNER CLUB
(Limited Membership) All Items on
Our Menu are included in this offer
Enclosed is $  cash, check or money order for
 membership(s) at $22.00 each.
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Shoots .177 cal. pellets or B-
B's, muzzel velocity up to 710
feet per. second, maximum
shooting distance 900 ft
frigid weather, made from thermal fleece. fop
100,- Acrylic, Foot and Leg 75.-' wool.
stretch nylon, and 10., polyester
Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

















Assorted size's dnd thickness, pillows cushions rnettress
toppers, single, queen. double, king mattress sizes. 1 - - 2 '
Thick
• 4 




















3116" - 1;4- - 5/16" - 11/32" -
311" - 7/16" - 1/2"
• Retqilfirtce S) 9.95
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NOW Is The Time To Buy!
Car and Truck Mats
• 
AP Blue, Black, Green, Red
3 Styles
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Doctors Say Condition Is Satisfactory1 Deaths and Funerals I
Services Held For
Mrs. Richardson
Final rites for Mrs. Bobby
(Onaleel Richardson were
held Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of. the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating
and Mrs-. Oneida White as
organist. Terri McCullar of
Murray State University was
the anterpreter for the deaf at
the services.
Pallbearers were Tommy,
Billy, and Jackie Richardson.
Billy Paul and Charles Nelson
Howard, and fitamie Morris.
Burial was, jatho Murray rity 
Cemetery.
Mrs. Richardson, 52, died
Sunday at the Kansas City
University Medical Center.
She was a graduate of the
School for the Deaf at Dan-
ville.
She is survived by her
husband, Bobby, Kansas City,
Kansas; two daughters, Ms.
Selma Davis, Kansas City,
Mo., and Miss Edie Richar-
dson, Calvert City; two sons,
John, Gladstene,Mo., and
Mike, Norfolk, -Nebr.: three





Mrs. Theoria Curtis, sister
of Mrs. Katie Arnold , and
Finus Ellison of Murray, died
Sunday at her home in Clinton.
She was 68 years of age.
She is survived by three
daughters-Miss Teresa E.
Curtis, Clinton, Mrs. 011ie J.
Knot, Fort Campbell, and
Miss Brunetta Curtis, Detroit,
Mich.;, one son, William H.
• Curtis, Clinton; one sister,
Mrs. Katie Krnold, Murray;
five brothers, Richard and
Russelltllison, St. Louis, Mo.,
Fintis Ellison, Murray,
Gentral Ellison, Mayfield, and
Edward Ellison, Akron, Ohio;
five grandchildren.
- The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the Green
Valley Baptist Chureh,
Clinton, with the Rev. Floyd
Jones officiating. Burial will
follow in the Clinton Cemetery
with the arrangements by the





The funeral for Woodrow
McCuiston is being held today
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Billy Gallimore
officiating. The music and
Mrs. livelleSmith
Dies At Age Of 51;
Funeral Is Friday
Mrs. Lavelle Smith, 51 year
old resident of Murray Route
3. died Wednesday at 3:26 p.m.
at the Murray-Callaway
County Hospital. Her death
followed a short illness.
The deceased was a regional
manager for Parklane
Jewelry Sales and was a
member of the Bethel United
Methodist Church. Born
March 31, 1928, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of Opal Lockhart Taylor, who:.
saiwerea,--ang-ttio-lato-Alsie
Taylor. Her husband, Wallace
Smith, died July 16, 1972.
Mrs. Smith is survived by
her mother, Mrs. Opal Taylor,
Benton; one (laughter, -Mrs.
James Paula -and one
granddaughter, Stacey Sills,
Murray Route 6; one son.
David Smith. Murray.
Funeral services will be -
held Friday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
'Layne Shanklin officiating
and Mrs. s Otto Erwin as
organist.
Pallbearers will be Ralph
Ragsdale, Jimmy McCuiston,
Jimmy Lockhart, Lawrence
Ov.erbey, Carl .Poyner and
Herschell Robertson. Burial
will follow in the Bethel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Szychulda Is
Dead At Age Of 85
Khomeini Is In Tehran Hospital
By The Associated Press
Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini was reported in a
Tehran hospital today with
heart trouble, but his doctors
said he was in satisfactory
condition and would give a
radio-television interview • 'in
the very near future."
'all revolutionary co,m-
rnittees throughout Iran were
placed on alert to guard
against trouble during the
presidential election Friday.
Khomeini, Iran's 79-year-
old revolutionary' leader and
Shiite Moslem patriarch, had
been reported suffering from
fatigue and went into
seclusion Jan. 12 for two
weeks at his home in Qom, the
Shiite holy city 100 miles south
of Tehran.
An announcement .from his
headquarters, broadcast
today by Tehran Radio, said:
-Owing to some slight heart
trouble suffered by the Imam,
, his doctors have decided that
he should be confined to bed in
a Tehran-cardiology hOgiiTal.
Consequently, at 1930 hours on
FBI Agents investigate_
Kidnaping Charges
incident began about 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday when Miss Anklan
was-- sippsoached by a man
carrying a gunvrho told her to
drive to Georgia.
She told police that she was
unable to escape although the
vehicle was stopped by
Indiana State Police near
Indianapolis.
Hardaway was driving at
the time and he was given a
citation fer speeding, the
report said.
Miss Anklan said she was
driving, and Hardaway was
asleep, when they reached
Bowling Green. She drove off






(AP With new attention
being focused on the United
States defense capabilities in
light of crises in Iran and
Afghanistan, Kentucky's
National Guard Adjutant
General says he would
recommend reinstitution, of
registration for the draft.
Maj. ,Gen. Billy Wellnian
also supports President
Carter's policies regarding
defense and Iran and says
more money. should be
_allocated fOr defense.
Wellman• said the all-
volunteer army was having a
manpower problem .because
enlisted volunteer personnel
are '!not adequate" to defend
the country.
-The enemy we face today
is mach more prepared for
war. We can't wait to unite for
a strong defense," Wellman
said Tuesday.
The adjutant general said
that because the Soviet Union
was spending more money on
defense; the United States no
longer enjoys the position it
The Rev. 'terry M. Sills has Paducah, is the sun oi Mrs. once had in military
been named---as-- Director of . Trentie Nell Sills and the late superiority.
Asked about the..aootservjge_activ_the_elioie.of ___1(ljas_ ions . of the Blood /liver TeL. Sills of Pad_ucARe New Mt. Carmel Baptist Baptist Association ofthe-62- andius wire, theroniferlOin-C--Th-t4t.144'"`" ---
_Church, " where ---fUptigt-ChUrchts in Marshall—Glifortif--- Puryear _Tenn power in-warfare„ specifically,
have two daughters, Mrs. the-Cruise missile, Wellman
said the U.S. was' not so weakLaura Paschall of Murray and
Mrs. Terri Fortune of that it couldn't defend itself."- 
-Paducah; and one = s_on, But in niore_ conventional _
Stephen Sills of-Paducah.- warfare, the Soviets have an
member, with Freeman
Willoughby as leader and
Gary McClure as pianist.
-Serving as pallbearers are
Billy and Danny McCuiston,
Timmy and Ronnie Hedge,
Johnny Williams, and Bill
Winchester. Burial will follow
in the McCuiston Cemetery.
Mr. McCuiston, 64, died
Tuesday after being stricken
ill at his home, 35 Virginia
Street, Clarksville, .Tenn. He
was a motor mechanic at Fort
Campbell.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ruby June Hedge
McCuiston; 'three daughters-
Mrs. Paul Darby, Slidel, La.,
Mrs. Jackie Geurin, New
Concord, and Mrs. Gary
Rowles, Clarksville, Tenn.;
six sons-Joe Donald, William
- Mason, MacArthus,_andrhris.
all of Calloway County, and
Larry . and Donnie,
Clarksville, Tenn.; sister,
Mrs. Robert Williams,
Mrs. Anna S2ychulda of
Hamlin died today at 9:30 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 85
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
employee of the assembly line
of the Chicago Coin, and was a
• member .of St. Leo's Catholic
Church. She was born July 26.
1894, in the country of Poland.
Mrs. Szychulda is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Sally
Gay, Hamlin, and Mrs. Clare




grandchild; • .seyeral nieces
and nephews.
In . charge of the
arrangements will be the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after 4
p.m. on Friday.
BOWUNG GREEN. Ky.
(AP) - FBI agents say they
are investigating whether
kidnaping charges should be
filed' again David Wayne
Hardaway in connection with
the alleged abduction of a
nurse from Harvey .
Ha rda way, 22, also of
Harvey, was being held in lieu
of $50,000 bond.
Police said they arrested
Hardaway at a service station
at the Interstate 65 exit to
Bowling Green about mid-
night Tuesday. •
They said Hardaway was
picked up after Debra Ann
Anklan, 'a 19-year-old Harvey
nurse, called police and
reported that she had been
kidnaped as she was leaving
the hospital where she
worked.
Hardaway was charged
with first-degree robbery and
carrying a concealed weapon.




PEMBROKE, Ky. (API -
The city of Pembroke Will
apply again for a grant to
extend and update the city
water system,- says Mayer
Ralph Combs. "
The city's application for a
$480,000 ,federal "community
development grant for the -
water system was denied..
"We will continue to try
-until something happens, if it
takes 10 years," Combs said.
He said at Monday night's
Town Board meeting,that the
board will re-apply for the
funds.
Rev. Terry Sills Named




Concard; two step daughters,
two step - sons, 18 grand-
children, and three great
grandchildren.
Stock Market
Pnces of stocks of local interest at
noon, EST. today, furnished to the Mar.
ray Ledger & Dines by First of
Michigan Corp, of Murray, are as
follows.
Industrial Average ........ . . +5.32
Air Products 40 +








' General Moto&  
'General Tire • 







He succeeds the Rev. Earl
Warford who retired Dec. 31
after &etaittig in the -position
since Dec. 15, 1963.
Rev. Sills 'has resigned as
pastor of the West End Baptist
Church, Paducah, - where he
has served for the past VI
years. He will conclude his
ministry there on Feb: 1.
Before going to the West
End Church, Rev. Sills
pastored five other churches
during the 27 years of his
ministry. His firest church to
Rev. Terry M. Sills
pastor was the Third Street
Mission, now known as the
Calvary Baptist Church,
Paducah. At that time the
Mission was under the
leadership of the'Imma noel
Baptist Church there.‘
Rev. Sills has pastpred three
churches, in the Blood River
73/4* 3/4 Baptist Association. They are
351r-sii
114+4 Hardin, Kirksey, and Sinking
18% unc Spring churches, spending
764+% more than half of his ministry
litie-4P in the Blood - River
21%+19
 13% -.Association. His other
,a yastarate was at Freddnia.
--3114"it— ittaiiileT3INIiiiiii)T6rtate-






oraained to the ministry in331s+ 4
32% + fit 1952 at his home church, East
3546+ Baptist, Paducah.swi+a 
_
11%b, Me The new director, a native of •
advantage, he said.Authorities Arrest In addition to Selective
Harris On Promoting
Contraband Charges
Rex Harris, 45, was arrested
by Calloway County Sheriff's
Office authorities and charged
with first-degree promotion of
contraband.
According to Sheriff Max
Morris, the charges.stem from
Harris's attetript to smuggle
objectives in his brother's jail
cell.
Harris was lodged in jail
and bond was set at $2,000.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. APi USDA) —
Estunated receipts cattle and calves
1,400; limited slaughter steers and
betters steady; cows 1.06-2.00 higher in
fgrced trade; bulls steady; limited
calves and vealers steady; feeders fully
loud slaughter heifers 8254120 lb 58.00-
62.00; commercial cows 47 00-5000; utili-
ty 42404.1.410-; lagb dresaing utility 53.50.
55.00, cutter 46.00-50.75; canner and cut-
ter under IWO lb 41.00-16.00; slaughter
bulls 10110-1715 lb 54.0041.50; choice 175-
225 lb vealers 81.00-95.00; choice 330.400
lb calves 69.00-75.50; feeder steers
medium frame No. 1 300-400 lb 80.00-
92.75; 400-500lb 77.00-24.50; few 7654100 lb
72.00-72.50; medium and large frame No.
1 500-550 10 76.00-79.50; small frame No.1
700-725 lb 63.084410; medium frame No.
2400.700 lb 67.00-78.00. large frame No. 2
including Holsteins 350-5001116540-75.00;
500-850 lb 6i.00.72.00; heifers medium
frame No. 1 300.800 lb 67.00-75.25; 500700
lb 61.00-60.00; medium frame No. 2 301)-
500 lb 66 0048 AO, 500-700 lb •58.00-65.00;
stork cows medium (fame No 1 7501000
lb 3-8 years 52.00-60.00; small frame No.
1 700450 lb 17.00,51.00.
Hags 2,400 including 1,400 feeder pigs;
barrows and gilts 1.00 lower: 1-2 210-250
15 37 00-37.45; 2200.290 lb 36.5047.00; 2-3
200-2501b 36.0042.50; sows very uneven
weights over 100 lb steadylo 50 lower,
under 400 lb ullevenly 1.00-5 00 loner and
demand for weiehts- undas450-Ifs lack-
Ang. 14400450 lb 22110427.00. 3504011,15
2700-20.00, lb 29 00-31 00; 400-500
lb 31.00-32.00; lb 32.00.33 90.3 300-
050 lb 22.00-27.00; boars over 300 lb 16.75-
20.75, •
Sheep 25; represented cbisses steady;
slaughter lambs few 'choice 47 lb 05.00;
feeders choice and fancy 112 lb native
lambs 55.00.
Service measures, the ad-
jutant general said a sufficient





The Senate State Government
Committee Wednesday ap-
proved a resolution calling for
a legislative investigation of a
Department of Library and
Archives contract.
However, the sponsor, Sen.
Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, said
the controversy surrounding
the contracts with the Library
Interface Systems of Min-
-11trgn5 l'• • .1 oon
e sae mance
Department.
The contracts, tu a mg
.$265,000, were awarded and
continued despite objections
of the Personal Service
Contract • Review Sub-
committee.
Ford said Senate Joint
Resolution 11 should be
enacted by both houses in case
the matter is not resolved
administratively.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Sem, e
January 24, 1969
Kentucky Purchase Area Hoe Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 419 Est. 500 BarrowLik
Gilts .50-.75 higher Sows 00-2 00 low.ff
US 1-2 200-230 lb. $36 75-37 25
US 2 200-240 lbs 036 50,36 75
e/5li4 240-256 I be; 035 50 3415w-
US 2-4 260-2110 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Ito 828 00-29 oo
US 14 300-450 I be  $26 00-2S 00
U814480-40015..   1138 00.39 00
U51-3500-650 lbs $29 00-31 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs   $25 00-26 OD
Boars 12.50-21.00
Wetinesday, the Imam left
()ow for Tehran."
An announcement from the
ruling Revolutionary Council
said Khomeini entered the
h. .0141 at 1 a.m. today for




satisfactory and there is no
c.:Ibe for worry," the council
Lime government radio said
the revolutionary committees
%ere alerted because of
reports that- "mercenaries
trained in Iraq have arrived in
I: An to make trouble" during
I election this Weekend.
-.I of Iran's ethnic
:.orities have an nounced
the. v4ould boycott the elec-
tions to show their opposition
t. Khomeini because of his
refusal to grant them
autondmous home rule.
Ihe militants holding some
-541.-amerieans hostage at the
American Embassy since
Nov 4 blamed Khomeini's
on pressure resulting
from the disunity among
Ir.inums and called on their
:ntrymen to pray for his
" health. The ethnic minorities,
many of them Sunni Moslems,
began battling. Khomeini's
regime for more autonomy
shortly after his revolution
ousted Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi a year ago and
replaced the monarchy with
an Islamic theocracy
dominated by Shiite mullahs.
President Carter in his State
of the Union address Wed-
nesday night said the United
States "will never rest until
every one" of the hostages
was freed and warned "a
severe price will be paid" if
any of them were harmed..
Carter also appealed to Iran
to join the United States in--
facing up to "the real danger"
posed by 'she Soviet in-
tervention in neighboring
Afghanistan and again raised




Aristides Royo denied a report
by Iranian Foreign Minister
Sadegtt Ghotbzadeh that Royo
informed him Panama had
arrested the shah and was,
holding him for extradition to
Iran.
Clarksville, Tenn., Pilot
Killed In Crash Near
Port Columbus, Ohio
ui.UMBUS, Ohio (AP1 -
a Clarksville, Tenn., pilot was
killed early -today when the
'‘‘in engine Cessna he was
fling crashed near Port
Columbus shortly after take-
off.
The pilot was identified as
leon Stevens, an employee of
Voldnteer Aviation of
The crash occurred' on
N)rth. American Rockwell
property near the airport.
The Cessna 402 had just
•been loaded with small par-
cel.; at the Purolator Courier
Corp. facility and was bound
for Louisville and Lexington,
Ky.
.Stevena was alone in the
craft at the time, James
F arknS, operations . manager
•r the freight delivery firm.
said. He said Purolator
chartered the plane and pilot's
services from Volunteer
Aviation.
, Before it, crashed at about
2:45 a.m., the plane ap-
parently lost an engine and
veered, to the south. It landed
'among sone bbuildings on
Rockwell property without
striking utility wires or any
other objeCts, airport police
said. The wreckage burned te
a small heap on the ground..
• Stevens, who was in his 30's,
regularly flew the route for
Purolator, company officials
said. He had arrived in
Columbus about 1 a.m. and
was going back to Kentucky
with a • new load of parcels
when he crashed.- -
FAA investigators are
examining the 14 reckage
THE NEWS IN BRIEF
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON API -
President Carter has declared
the Persian Gulf region off-
limits to the Soviet Union,
sating he might use American
troops to repel any Soviet push
beyond Afghanistan.
The warning in the State of
the Union address Wednesday
likely will become known as
the Carter Doctrine.
It comes in direct response
to the Soviet move into
Afghanistan and marks a new
buildup of U.S. military
might. And it contrasts
sharply with last year's plea
for Russian cooperation in the
que.st I or peace. .
WASHINGTON - Congress
appears ready to back
President Carter's tough new
doctrine aimed at containing
the Soviet thrust toward the
oil-rich Middle • East iota
reaction to proposed revival of
peacetime draft --registration
is mixed. Carter used his State
of the Union address to
reverse much of the foreign
and military policy set during
his first three years in office.
He drew support from both
parties, although some long-
time advocates of bolstering
U.S. defenses were skeptical
about his determination -to




support of President Carter's
stand on the 1980 Summer
Olympics is nearing a vote -
and probable approval -
the full House.
The resolution was ap-
proved Wednesday with one
dissenting vote by. the Houst
Foreign Affairs Committee
and sent to the Rules Com-
mittee, which arranged to
make the issue its first order
of business today.
INTERNATIONAL
By The Associated Press
Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini was reported in a -
Tehran hospital today with
heart trouble, but his doctors
said he. was in satisfactory_
condition and would give a
radio-television interview "in
the very near future."
- Khomeini, Iran's 79-year-
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old revolutionary leader and
Shiite Moslem patriarch, had
been reported suffering from
fatigue and went into
seclusion Jan. 12 for two
weeks at his home in Qom, the
Shiite holy city 100 miles south
of Tehran.
MOSCOW (AP) -
"Everything all right," said
Andrei Sakharov in his first
message fro= exile. But
meanwhile the government
accused the leader in the fight
for human rights in the Soviet
Union of spilling state secrets
to Westerners. Relatives of
the 58-year-old nuclear
physicist and his wife received
-two. -Wodnesda.y
from Gorky, the industrial
city 250 miles east of Moscow





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Senate Cities Committer
Wednesday approved
legislatioon to standardize
city management and give
cities lamer to administer
their own affairs.





have the authority to ad-
minister their internal affairs.
Also approved was SB 26,






Fire • totally. desttoyed a
house owned by Dallas
Holland late Wednesday night,
according ;to a- Calloway
,County Fire-Rescue Squad
spokesman. •
The house, located on Old
Shiloh Road off of Kentucky 94
East, was occupied by Bob
Clark. No one was injured, the
spokesman said.
He added 10 squad members
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Secretary Frank Metts said
Wednesday that Kentucky
needs a vehicle title law.
"Citizens of the com-
monwealth deserve the
protection from theft, -from
illegal sales of property under
lien and from transfer errors
that a title law can provide,"
Melts said in a press release
issued by the department.
Metts said he expects to
make recommendations to the
.1980 General AsSembly after






ROAD HOG - If kids like to hang out of car windows,
why not pigs, toot Squirt, a family pet belonging to Dana
Lee Tranby of Madison, S.D., enjoys being chauffered to
market - and back. The 250-pound pig even has her own
favorite kinds of music - country-western and classical.
(AP taserphoto1
IRS Claims Governor's Father Owes Back Taxes
Brown
By CHARLES WOLFE i
Associated Press Writer
IEXXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) -
John Y. Brown Sr., father of
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., has
vowed he will not pay $40,709
the Internal Revenue Service
claims he owes in back taxes.
"I'll die ,6efore I'll pay it,"
the senior Brown said Wed-
nesday-in an interview.. "One
thing I have on my side is
mortality. If they let me live
until the first (of February),
be 80."
A„hearing on Brown's ap-
peal is scheduled Friday
morning in Louisville. The
IRS has ordered him to pay
additional taxes after
disallowing deductions for
1971, 1972 and 1973.
The deductions reportedly
included a number of travel-
related expenses, as well as
losses on a stock sale, gam-
bling and a documentary film
venture.
Brown, who filed an appeal
July Ilin Washington; said the
gambling losses entailed
racetrack betting and the IRS
has • demanded parimutuel
tickets to prove his claim.
Says He Won't Pay Taxes
Brown said he could not
remember the size of the
gambling deductions, but
added, "If it (betting) cost me
a dollar, it cost me twenty or
thirty thousand dollars.
"They (IRS agents) for-
mulate their own plans of all
the acceptable evidence and
it's got to be tickets that
you've kept," he said. "I'm
not in the gambling business. I
go to the races for fun. A
citizen's testimony that he lost
more than he won ought to be
accepted. ... I think a citizen
has the right to be believed ...
and I'm just not going to pay
it."
Brown said the government
wa-s demanding "around
$25,000 more" for stock his
wife, Dorothy, once owned in
Gino's, a fast-food chain.
Brown said he bought 3,000
shares in 1972 for his wife, who
died in March 1977. -
"She wanted to sell it (in
1972) and it had had a sizable
increase and was going to put
me in another (tax) bracket,"
Brown said. "I gave her her
money for it, not to sell it, but
Assembly To Help With Car Insurance
Senior Citizens To Be Protected
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer •
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The General Assembly is
moving toward giving greater
protection to senior citizens in
connection, with their
automobile insurance.
The House Banking and
Insurance Committee Wed-
nesday unanimously gave its
endorsement to a bill that
would 'prohibit insurance
companies from cancelling or
not renewing automobile
inssrance because of a per-
son's age. •
White insurance company
representatives said they had
no problems with: the
requirement, they said they
were troubled by an amen-
dment added by the com-
mittee.
The amendment, suggested
by Rep. Herbie Deskins, D-
Pikeville, would require in-
surance companies, to provide
a written reason when they
notify a person of any age that
their policy has been can-
celled or not renewed.
Currently a reason for
cancellation or nonrenewal is




representing the State Farm
Insurance Co., said the
unexpected addition might
cause some smaller insurance
companies problems.
"It's just an increased Costs
that will eventually have to be
paid b' someone," he said.
However, Gartin said his
company was not taking a
position at this time and after
study might not oppose the
measure if it appears it will
pass the Legislature.
Secretary Says State
Needs Vehicle Title Law
.*--.--fAP",--- 
believed to be the-bnly state
that does not provide a
document proving that
original and successive
owners of a vehicle have legal
title to it, subject to the claims
of liens holders.
The nation's farm
population has dwindled to an
estimated 6.5 million and the
number of farms to 2.4
million, according to a new
U.S. Department of
Agriculture definition of farm.
Joe Wright, chairman of the
insurance committee of the
Jefferson County Counsel on
Aging, told the committee he
has received numerous
complaints from. senior
citizens that their automobile
insurance was .cancelled
without explanation.
"It is a considerable har-
dship and shock to a person
who has been driving all his
life and is suddenly left high
and dry without insurance
when the state law requires
that he have liability in-
surance to operate a car upon
the highways," Wright said.
Wright said some people
who have had policies with the
same c,..mpany for 25 to 30
years without a claim have
reported their policies were
suddenly cancelled or not
renewed:
The committee also ap-
proved a bill that would
prevent an insurance com-
pany from being released
from further liability 'Mr
personal injury or property
damage claims by any
language on a check or draft
,TPT.S.4gillifik_,P41111e4 v ofaft
automobile insurance claim.
The bill's sponsor, Rep.
David. Thomason, D-
Henderson, said a minority of
insurance companies have
created a problem in that
area.
He said language on the,
payment check or draft
releases the company from
further liability. When -The
policyholder endorses the
check, he cannot recover any
more damages .from the
company. ,
Thomason's bill would
require a separate waiver to
supplied with the check to
alter the policy-holder to what
he was signing.
we kept the same certificates.
The next year, when we sold
it it went down and we didn't
Lq4e them ( the government)
anything."
Brown said the IRS claims
the money he paid his wife in
19,2 was income for her. The
couple filed joint tax returns.
he said.
- •-ltrown said • he - deducted
132,000 he lost in 1971 on a
proposed film tosiocwment the
ill-fated attempt of his
oungest daughter, Pamela
Brown Anderson, to cross the
Atlantic in a balloon. Mrs.
Anderson was 28 when she and
two others were lost and
presumed killed off the
Newfoundland coast in 1970.
The filinwas to be produced
by Monroe Swabel, now dead,
who had filmed television
commercials for Kentucky
Fried Chicken, then controlled
by John Y. Brown Jr.
He ( Swabel ) had been
doing commercials for Johnny
for several years, but he saw
me as a pretty good sucker
and he had milked me for
$72,000," the senior Brown
said.
•'When I found out he
iSwabeli wasn't doing
anything except taking money
froth me, I stopped it and
demanded my money back,"
he -said. "Johnny owed this
company $40,000. I got. him to
stop payment on the check and
sign it over to me. They would
have held me responsible for
$72,000, but I got $40,000 back.
l'hey're saying that was an
ordinary loss and not a capital
loss. I don't know how they
distinguish between the two."
Brown said the IRS also
questioned travel expenses for
"some 500 speeches" he made
all over the country" in
support of the Sanders-Brown
Center on Aging, which since
has been built at the
University of Kentuck
But Brown said his ap-
pointment calendar, which the
IRS now has, would verify that
"I made every damn one of
those speeches."
ieMurray Ledger & Times




The price of the item below was incorrect in the Wed. night paper.
The price should have appeared as follows:
NAL RED T NS
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE


















































CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
DECEMBER 31, 1979
ASSETS
1. Cash and due from depository institutions 
2. U.S.. Treasury securities .................. •
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations 
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States 
5. All other securities . . . .
6. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
7. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income) • . 67 C17 
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses 42? 
--c. Loans, Net 




Zaftli 3-71C-49115,CO3- 4i,friiltUre 'arm/ fiAliirti-5-, 'Sri* atir".cr - assets --represes.+ing Pr_emf-801 • - - • -
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises ...........
11. All other assets ...
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11) 
LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations  
14. Time and savings *posits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations)  
15. Deposits of United States Government .
16. Deposits of 'States and political subdivisions in the United States 
17. All other deposits 
18. Certified and officers' checks . . ..
19. Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18) .
a. Total demand deposits 
b. Total time and savings deposits
20. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase ...
21. Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued to the U.S. Treasury and ....
other liabilities 'for borrowed money .
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases 
23. All other liabilities 















25. Subordinated notes and debentures
EQUITY CAPITAL
26. Preferred stock








. a. No. shares -outstanding
a. No. shares authorized
b. No. shares outstanding
28. Surplus
29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves












1. Amounts outstanding as of rpport date •
a. Standby letters of credit, total
b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more
c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more  f' 
2. Average for SO calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
a. Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 above) 
3 report must be signed by sn authorized officer(s) and attested by not less than three directors other than the officer(s) signing the report.
r(s) do hereby declare that -this Report of Condition (including the supporting schedules) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
DATE SIGNED
Ertndersigned
RIZEO TO SIGN REPORT




We, the undersigned direc
14
to7s, attelt the correctness of this Report of
Condition (including the supporting schedules) and declare that it has
been examined by us and to the best of our knowledge and belief has been
prepared in conformance with the instructions and is true and correct. 



































State of Kentucky.  , Co ty o
Sworn to and subscribed before me this . •-• • 21st
and I hereby certify that 1 am not tot officer or director of thusant
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Miss Lillian Continues
To Shine As Original
Mind On Capital Scene
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON, D.C. AP)
— Miss Lillian 'Tontinues to
shine as an original mind on
the capital scene.
Among many mots from the
President's mother, I liked
her response when a radio
reporter, mike in hand, sought
her impressions after a
private audience with the
Pope in Rome.
When ha. _called _me Iny
child,' " Mrs. Carter an-
swered, "I was ready right
then to sign up as a Catholic."
Now another one of those
books of lists, soon to be
published, records her list of
the 10 best Residents of the
United States.
-Miss Lillian put Abraham
Lincoln, a Republican who in
his time would have topped
few popularity polls in
Georgia; at the head of her
list. Son Jimmy wound up in
sixth place, which may be as
far as maternal love can
.stretch ,in the case of a
politician.
Actually, Mrs. Carter rated
only the seven best Presidents
of the United States and didn't
go on to 10. Maybe she got
bored with the whole idea or
realized how ridiculous it was,
to have Presidents listed along
with the 10 top driest Martinis,
the 10 biggest bundles of wet
wash, the 10 most listless lists
of lists or whatever, which
must rank among the 10 Most
overused words in the English
language these days.
Anyhow, she put George
Washington in seventh place
or last on her list. Behind
Jimmy, who never cut down a
peanut tree or chucked a
dollar across the Okefenokee
Swamp.
She ranked John F. Ken-
nedy the fifth best U.S.
President, better than her son,
which makes one wonder if
Rose Kennedy would have
returned the compliment and
done the same for Jimmy
Carter had the list makers
called at HYanniSPOrL
To recap, here is the order
in which Miss Lillian voted in











Carter's Top Seven; F.D.R., a
four-time winner for the
Democrats, didn't. Teddy
Roosevelt and Jack Kennedy
are the only Yankees on her
list. John Adams, Thomas
Jefferson, Andrew Jackson
were no shows. Ditto Dwight
D. Eisenhower, who was
commander in chief when
Jimmy Carter was winding up
his navy career in nuclear
submarines.
Mrs. Carter's ratings will
appear in -Book of Lists No.
2," compiled by author Irving
Wallace, his wife Sylvia and
their children David and Amy.
It is to be released in a few
weeks by William Morrow &
Co.
New Pinter Play On
Broadway Acclaimed
A Hit By Critics
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN The British playwright, a
AP Special Correspondent wizard at nuance, un-
COS COB, Conn., AND tderstatement ' and
BEYOND ( AP) "1 paid 'dramatically suppressed
$19.50 a ticket to that Pinter emotions, uses long silences
play last night,",said the man on stage to communicate a
in the bar car. "Ten bucks for crisis. Lines- left unsaid
the play and $9.50 for the conceal rather than reveal the
thoughts and feelings of the
He was talking about characters, thus heightening
. "Betrayal," the new Harold the tension. With Pinter, less
Pinter play on Broadway that is more. hesitation in the
the critics have acclaimed as dialogue becomes a kind of
a hit, praising both its "deft personal punctuation.
in a combat situation,
ion is always at its
eatest when things become
too quiet. Pinter ambushes his
audiences in a no man's land
of uneasy silences. Taking
aim on the tear ducts, the
•nsi -hos WW1.
mechanism, the actors hold
their fire until they see the
whites of the playgoers' eyes.
The American actors, as
several interviews with the
three principals in the cast
have revealed, ape still
coming to professional terms
with the Pinter method of
leaving unsaid lines that are
bursing to get out. A piece in
the New York Times the other
day reported that actress
Blythe Danner, the unfaithful
wife in "Betrayal," and her
co-stars Raul Julia and Roy
Scheider rehearsed the Pinter
script as if it were a piece of
music, with the pauses and
hesitations clearly indicated.
. All these years I have been
trying to codify and classify
the dialogue that goes on at
our breakfast table and pretty
The latest payments will be much the rest of the day
made from a $15 million fund throughout the house.
established by earlier .set- Now I realize that all these
tlements with several groups years we have been talking
of defendants. Pinter patter. Silence isn't
Rubin also approved a golden around here. You can
request for payment of $50,000 cut it with a knife but not with
for exxpenses to atttorneys for a quip.
the victims. The verfied ex- Our pauses, like Pinter
penses include $31,276 for pauses, are a form of corn-
daily transcripts of trial munication. They punctuate
testimony and $18,724 for the tensions. They can be
printing and copies of papers scored like a musical coin-








COVINGTON, Ky. AP) —
U.S. District Judge Carl Rubin
has approved payment of
another $145,000 to victims of
the 1977 Beverly Hills Supper
Club fire.
The money will go to the
estates or families of eight
persons who died in the fire
and to one injured person.
A total of 165 persons died in
the fire at the Southgate club
and about 50 were injured.
The payments range from
$5,000 to $25,000 and will be
made by Feb. 20.
None of the parties shared in
an earlier pre-trial























• Ail Von Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR •
• . Chicluen Fried Salk with Country Gravy •• •• • • • Seised Po.tato-or From-It-Fries • - •
• • A tlicit -AA ol'SIOdurSi Via : " , 4
• •• =LOIN •••
• Our quality will keep youlcambi back. •• •
.. 





'KING OF VALUES 
INFLATION SMASHING BARGAINS . . . JUST WHEN YOU NEED IT THE MOST!
ON APUPMISS & JUNIORSOLIIIt PRINTLONG SLEEVE
BLOUSES
2 FOR THE PRICE OF
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▪ ON ALREADY MARKED DOWN
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Taste Matches High Tar Cigarettes.
New taste tests with thousands of smokers prove itProof A significant majority of smokers rateMERIT taste as good as—or better than—leadinghigh tar brands. Even cigarettes having twice the tar!Proof Of the 95% stating a preference, 3 out of 4smokers chose the MERIT low tar/good tastecOmbination over high tar leaders when tar levelswere revealed.
MERIT: Proven Long_Term
Alternative To High Tar Brands.
New national smoker
study results prove it.
Pmof The overwhelming
majority of MERIT smokers
polled feel they didn't
sacrifice taste in switching
Ci Philip Morris Ins, 1980
Warning: The Surgeon General Has,Deterrriined




Kings: 8 mg"tar:' 0.6 mg nicotine-100's: 11 mg 'tar:' 0.7 mg nicotine av
from high tar cigarettes.
Proof 96% of MERIT smokers don't miss former
high tar brands. •
Proof: -9 out of 10 enjoy smoking as much
since switching to MERIT, are glad they switched,
and report MERIT is the best tasting low tar they've
ever tried.
You've read the results. The
conclusion is clearer than ever:
MERIT delivers a winning com-
bination of taste anciftlow tar.
1
1 A combination that's
attracting more and more
smokers every day and —
more importantly—satisfying
them long term. .
Kings & 10M
ft
igarette, FTC Report May' 78






LOUISVILLE, Ky. API —
An acre of American chestnut
trees growing on a former
strip-mine site in Breathitt
County may provide
researchers with information
they can use to combat a
deadly blight.
Kentucky is one of eight
states where 20,000 trees from
seeds which have been
bombarded with thermal
. "-neutrotis are being grown twa
tdt aimed at stopping
chestnut blight.
The disease has virtually
destroyed American chestnut
trees across the eastern part
of the country and researchers
hope the irridated seeds will
become blight-resistant trees.
The blight, which stops
water conduction in the trees,
was first reported in the
United States in 1904. A native
of Asia, the fungus spread
quickly and had infected trees
across the "chestnut range"
by the mid-1930s, according to
the-11.S. Soil Conservation
Service.
The SCS and researchers at
other agencies have been
trying since too develop a
disease-resistant chestnut
strain, SCS forester Charles
Foster said Tuesday.
They began
originally.. .treating them with
X-rays.' Then they tried
gamma rays and now they've
moved to thermal neutrons,"
Foster said by telephone from
his Lexington office.
'They're trying to create a
Amutation in the genetic
makeup of the tree. Hopefully,
if they do this, .it will make
them resistant to disease."
More recent research has
foond a type of the disease
-which is not as deadly as the
one we have in this country,"
Foster said. Researchers have
-found that you can inoculate
the American chestnut with
• this type of disease and it will
make it more or less immune
to the more deadly type."
While the research offers
some • hope, inoculating the
American chestnut trees
scattered across the country
would present quite a
challenge, Foster added.
Before the blight began
destroying the trees,
American chestnuts were
plentiful in Kentucky and
other states, Foster said. The
"chestnut range" generally
included states from Ten-
nessee to the north and those
east of the Mississippi River,
he added.
A number of American
chestnuts still can be foun4 in
Kentucky and- other...states,
Foster said, but most don't
grow beyond the sprout stage
before being . killed by the
blight.
"I've seen a few sproaSe-
fourto-five Inches in diameter,
and some will bear flowers
and nuts," Foster said. "But
they don't cross-pollinate and,
if you look at the nuts, they
just have a shell with nothing
inside. The bulk of the trees
are only onehalf to an inch in
diameter."
The blight doesn't kill the
roots, Foster said, and the
trees will continue to try to
grow for a number of years.
In addition to the Breathitt
County site, American
chestnuts seedlings from
irradiated seeds are being
grown in • the Brooklyn
Botanical Gardens in New
York, and in Pennsylvania,
Virginia, Ohio, Tennessee,
Maryland and West Virginia.
Foster said.
ROUND TABLE AWARD
NEW HAVEN, Conn. API
— The American Revolution
Round Table Award for the
best book on the American
Revolution published in 1979
has been awarded to Joseph P.
Tustin.
Tustin was honored for his
work on "Diary of the
American War: A Hessian
Journal," by Capt. Johann
Ewald. Tustin spent 30 years
editing. and translating the
diary, an account of the
revolutionary War kept by a
Hessian mercenary soldier
who arrived in this country in
1776 to _fight for the British.
Th6 book was published .in




1 Beast of bur- 7 Perform
den 8 Gid pronoun
4 Shower 9 Hindu cym-
9 Small child bals
12 Moccasin 10 Harem room
13 Delintale . 31 Plaything
14 Bother 17 Declare
15_Cogple . 19 While
Le - -21:3AS-Wttlien!'
17 Kat • Mus.
18 Blouse 21 Vacuum Cube
20 Ave 22 Append
21 Court fig 24 Shrieked
23 Snow runner 25 Female
24 Platforms - 26 Chemical dye 
28 Hostelry 27 Scoff
30 Learning 29 Bird's home 42 Suffice 50 Knight
32 Units 31 Swiss canton 45 Shore bird 52 Zodiac sign
34 Transgress 33 Vapor 46 Shove 53 Female
35 Gaelic 37 Common suf- 47 Crone sheep .
36 Fates fix 48 Time gone by 55 Tuberculosis
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Hardeman's Back
Dwain 14iylor Chevrolet is pleased 
to 
an-
nounce that J. Hardeman Nix is back on the
soles staff. Many of his friends will be happy
to know that Hardemon is ready to help them
with the best possible -deal at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet,
Keep That Great GM Feellfg
with Genuine GM- Pc.•••;i.
#
Dwain Taylor Chevrollt, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
alilW 0---1--1 0, 'Nam aCia• slaw maim mom
colsinowie
Jecocoel.
Specials Good et ke.,e tilt le Lad auellets loss IP
1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4682 U, . 24 Him lin. 30 si GLADLY ACCEP1 F000 STAMPS Fn and Sat. t-s
























3 lb. jar I
7 or 3/51
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$149
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3989, SINGLES 12 oz $4
5119 Kraft -
APPLE
49C JELLY. 18 oz 59'
S Bonnie
8666 iooD


























Green Giant Whole Kernel
CORN . 















































































12 or p„ 89'Owen's Best
B.B.U. BEEF lb 5298
  $259lb
$149





HAM SALAD  189
5189 
Owen's Famous Pit $
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Candidates Looking To New Hampshire Primary
BY TIM AHERN -
Associated Press Writer
George Bush says a victory
in the New Hampshire
primary would put him well on
his way to winning the
Republican presidential
nomination — and Ronald
Reagan may intensify his
campaign there after losing to
Bush in the Iowa caucuses.
Meanwhile, Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy says he faces a must-
win situation in New Hamp-
shire after he was soundly
beaten by President Carter in
Iowa.
The campaign focus has
shifted to New Hampshire. the
New England state whose
February primary,
traditionally the kick-off for
the long race to the
presidential nominations, • was
upstaged by this year's in-
tense eampaign in Iowa.
Bush arrived in New
Hampshire Tuesday night to
campaign for the Feb. _ 26
primary and told a news
confererence in Keene that a
win in New Hampshire would
mean "there'll be absolutely
no stopping me."
Asked if a victory would
give him a lock on the
nomination, Bush said, "I'd
come close to saying that."
Reagan, who was criticized
for limiting his personal ap-
pearances in Iowa, said he will
reassess his New Hampshire
schedule.
"I'm going to go all out in
New Hampshire," he told a
Los Angeles news conference
Tuesday.
But Reagan refused to call
the Granite State crucial. to his
candidacy. "I can't see any
primary as being fatal," he
said.
In Iowa, Reagan was con-
sidered the front-runner, but
was beaten in the Republican
straw vote caucuses by Bush,
32.8 percent to 26.7 percent.
"If I had to lose one, I'm
glad it was a straw vote and
not a primary," said Reagan.
Kennedy, meanwhile, lost
by a 59 percent to 31 percent
margin to Carter, who never
made a campaign appearance
in Iowa because he said he
was busy in Washington with
crises in Iran and
Afghanistan.
In Washington, Kennedy
called the race "a long road.
It's a 15-inning fight and
maybe it's the first round."
But the Massachusetts
senator agreed that he can't
afford to lose the second round
in his home territory, in-
cluding the Maine caucuses
Feb. 10.
Asked if he has to Win in
- both Maine andNew Ham-
ire, Kennedy said, "Yes."
Carter's press secretary,
Jody Powell, acknowledged
the difficulty of beating
Kennedy on the New
Englander's home ground..
Kennedy, Said Powell, "will
be in a position in New
Hampshire in the last few




would like to thank you for your patronage over the
Rast 6 years.
Although we are no longer providing ambulance service to the Mur-
ray area, we still have hospital supplies available. Payment on
outstanding accounts can be sent to P. 0. Box 844, Murray, Ky.
Hospital supplies may be obtained by calling 753-3393 or writing
to P. 0. Box 844. We also have medicare forms which we can fillout
at P. O. Box 844.
of people and organizational
help in there that we simply
will not be able to match."
Bush said his Iowa win
boosts him out of the pack of
Republican hopefuls, "but
they will be after me, howling
and yowling at my heels."
One of those hopefuls, Sen
Howard H. Baker Jr. of
Tennessee, said his third-
place finish in the Iowa stra%
poll was "pretty much what I
predicted." He called Reagan
and Bush the front-runners in
New Hampshire, but noted
"New Hampshire has in
pleasant habit of devourirw





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky State Police
Commissioner Ken Bran-
denburgh says it will take a
week to 10 days to compile a
report on his trip next week to
Effingham, Ill., where he will
review findings of a probe into
the shooting death of murder
suspect Clyde Daniel Graham.
In an interview Tuesday
with radio station WI/LK,
Brandenburgh said he was
assuming control of the ad-
ministrate inquiry and
would interview Illinois State
Police officials connected with
the case.
Graham, 22, of
Elizabethtown, was shot last
month in his motel room by
KSP Sgt. Eugene Coffey, who
was attempting to arrest
Graham for the November
slaying of Trooper Eddie
Harris.





state Rep. Robert Heleringer,
R-Louisville, who called for a
legislative hearing on the
case.
Dab a little scent on a cold
light bulb and its heat will
diffuse the fragrance when the
light is turned on.
aid Eel
"LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
BREAK MIT IS NOW SERVED!
HARDEE'S NEW HOMEMADE
BISCUIT BREAKFAST."
JOIN US TOMORROW MORNING
AT THE HARDEE'S NEAR YOU.
Tomorrow, have something different for breakfast
for a change Hardee delicious, neKtiomemade Biscuit
Breakfast Golden, flaky, fresh baked biscuits Mode
from scratch each and every morning at Hoidees
And mode to order lust for you in a ,ioriety of tasty,
tempting, piping hot ways From plain with Icily to
fancy with your choice of such delectable fillings as
sugar-cured horn, eggs cheese, savory country
sausage, or chopped beefsteak
Sound good2 Well, lust you watt till you
taste it tomorrow at Hardee s Horclees new
Homemade Biscuit Breakfast
1.1 gm Ns ims am
VALUABLE COUPON
• as HAM, CHEESE & EGG• AG BISCUIT BREAKFASTS FOR
only at Hardee eel
1) S. 641 A Chestnut Murray KY Please
I present this coupon before ordering One
.4 coupon per customer, please Customer
I must pay any sales far due on the purchase
▪ price This coupon not good in combination





II 2SAUSAGE & EGG $ 100BISCUIT BREAKFASTS FOR
I2 Good only at Hardee's or• U S 641 & Chestnut. Murray. KY Please
II present this coupon before ordering Onecoupon per customer. please Customer
II must pay any safes lax dimian the purchase
price This coupon not good in combination
II with any other otters
•
COU1-ure eXP11.cd FEB. 7. 1980. COUPON e*P9NES FEB. 7, 1980.
--- MO MI NB ma dm me um in am am mil I am 1m me uss nil NO MI
Best Eatin'All Around
In fourth place among
Republicans in Iowa was
former Texas Gov. John
Connally, who said, "It may
be that this is the very
springboard I have been
looking for." He explained
that he thinks Reagan backers.
will turn to him instead of
hush.
Sen. Robert Dole of Kansas,
who finished last among the
seven Republicans in Iowa,
said he will decide in a few
days whether to remain in the
race.
While the Republicans were
wondering who would be the
nominee, they kept their
sights trained on Carter. They
released the latest catalog
Tuesday outlining the GOP
assessment of Carter's record
in keeping Pus 1976 campaign
promises.
The book costs $9'.35, up
from the $7.50 price of 1977.
The increase is due, the GOP
says, "to Mr. Carter's failure
to keep promise No. 22." That
promise, the party-says, was a
Carter pledge to try to keep
the inflation rate to 4 percent
or less during his first term.
The book says Carter made
667 promises as a candidate
and has broken 277 and kept
130. The others, it says, are
"either unkept, unkeepable or
unverifiable."
Morgan, Trevathan I& Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
753-6434
ache Iliaek REDTAG SALE
Hundreds of 
Unadvertised Price
Cuts at Radio Shack Stores &Participating Dealers. LOOK FOR
THE RED TAGS!
"la t Rib CB
> CALCULATORS 
Powerful Stereo Receiver with Dolby* FM
Dolby system
lowers noise, extends dynamic
range on FM. Dual tape dubbing









75 watts min. RMS per channel at 8 ohms,
20-20,000 Hz, 0.09% total harmonic distortion
Component System with Power & Precision
Reg. &mg A mg Save 31280




TR-883 by Realistic 
Save it 
$40 ® 995 Makes recording easy with
pause control for editing as
you tape! Dual VU meters,
recording level controls.
Reg. 139.95 14-948





Priority switch lets you
change instantly from any 
95
chattnel to Emergency
Channel 9 or Highway Info
Channel 1C1 214531 Reg. 119.95
• Realistic STA-20000
Receiver
• 2 Optimuse T-100 Floor-
Standing Speakers
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I. legal Notice
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will accept
bids on the following Motor Patrol Grader in the
County Judge/Executive's Office at the Courthouse,
Murray, Kentucky until Friday, February 1, 1980 at
4 :00 p.m. at which time bids will be opened.
i 11 Articulated Motor Patrol Grader
ENGINE - 140 Flywheel minimum
horsepower, 6 cylinder, diesel engine. 466
cubic inch.
TRANSMISSION - full power shift
transmission torque converter.
OPERATING WEIGHT -- Musimuns_2:4100
pounds
SPEEDS -4 speeds forward and reverse
CONTROLS - Fully hydraulic pressure
regulated
MOLDBOARDE - 17" radius hydraulic
power shift, high carbon steel 12.x27"x 7 8' •
STEERING - Fully hydraulic ' pawer,
minimum turning radius of 36'
TIRES- 14:00x24-10 ply
BRAKES - 4-wheel hydraulic self-adjusting
with power booster
Service Indicator; Back-up alarm; Enclosed
ROPS Cab:10ront defroster; leater; Starting
aid; Front Wiper; Standard & Directional
Lights; Moldboard Float; Kim Hot Start
Bid as optional equipment: Scarifier; diesel Engine
other Than Above.
Calloway County reserves the right to reject any




I Thomas Buchanan Jr., as of
• the 24th of January, 1980 will
no longer be responsible for
any debts other than my own
2. Notice
411 former employees, of
Calloway Manufacturing go to
attorney Max Parker's office to










Creeds: A Source of
Disunity 759-4444 For
Teens: You Con Go





















































BOSS, I CAMESACK SO YOU
COULD APOLOGIZE FOR
. •




























John 14. 15. -If ye love me
keep my commandments.- II
• John 1.9. 'Whosoever tran-
sgresseth and abideth not in.
the doctrine of Christ hath not
God. He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ, he hath the
Father and the Son: Sabbath
worship service. Saturday's 11
AM and 6 PM. Bible study. 6 til
8 evenings. Study by phone
anytime. Free Store for the
needy. All- donations ap-
preciated. Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Frei
Store, 759-4600.
Thee undersigned will sell at
public sale for cash a 1978 In-
ternational tractor, serial
number 15007 at 2 pm,
January 30 1980 at Trucks-
Trailers-Buses. Inc. Rt 4. Mur-
ray. KY The undersigned







idea tor stonng house full of ..
furniture. cars. antiques,
business overflows. etc.'
Phone 753,7618 after 5.00
P.m.






5. lost and Found
- -Lest --leerele Bassett Hermit,








Lost: White Poodle, goes by the
hang. Tu. lost uptown Call
753-0600. Reward!
6. lp Wanted
Babysitter needed in my home
8 am to 1 pm five days a week
Must have references Call 759-
1816 after 4 pm
Babysitter needed in Kirksey
area, 6 days a week Call 489-
2241 -
Full or part-time: Couples or in-
dividuals for business of your
own Local Amway distributor
trains you for splendid oppor-
tunity Phone 753-0806 after 4
Pm
Housewives, build a career
around your family on a fun
party plan. $10 per hour Set
your own hours Princess
House. For information call
382-2663 See in Woman S Day
Jani)ery issue.
Part time helper for Water and
Gas System, also part time City
Clerk. Call 492-8142 before 5
pm, City of Hazel equal oppor-
tunity employer
Sell Aion's exciting cosmetics.
exclusive jewelry and great
men s products you'll be
amazed to find how easy and
enloyable it can be Call 753-
5750 in Murray or 443-3366 in
Paducah for details.
Babysitter in my home 730-
3 00. Mohday-Friday. for 20
- month old 753-6445.
Waitress wanted apply in Per-
son Hungry Bear 1409 Main
Wanted Immediately- RN or
LPN for.I Ito 7 shift excellent
 salaqi-riuth .shift. drfferentials.
Insure plan with PCS. drug
card vacations, and holidays
Care Inn, 4th & Indiana
Mayfield, 247-0200 
0 a 0. 0
0 0 0
a 0 • a
. 00

















MANY OF OUR REA2ER5
FROWN ON VIOLENCE






A CRIMINAL WE PICKED UP ON
THE WAY.









▪ 111led References and tools
Nulled. Good pay and
t.enefits Call 753-4626 .
.',anted 4 ladies to do sales
▪ not door to door selling
i-'3rt time $100 full time
$230 and up. Send name and
, 'lone number to Box 3758 
Vurro KY 42011 
9. Situation Wanted-
111 do sewing and alterations
ANr specialize in making
.u: & Call 437-4401
do babysitting in my home
V.day through Friday. 753-
7.6
co house cleaning Call
4)6 :310 -
10. Bus. Opportunity 
;Ain $356 weeklY guaranteed
2 hours daily at home
for one hour daily) Free
-2rs:o.ire Write L R B.. 208 N
▪ St Madisonville. KY
• ,,:. (e.nt business-investment
Near University
real estate business.
,,-senal property and equip-






starts March _10. 1980
,_ -•J..rnent limited. Apply now
615) 526-3660 or write
l..7,terland School or Medical
',-_noology. 321 N Washington
TN 38501.
Stained Glass is offering
in stained glass and
carving For information
-:1-• or write Wallis Stained
_ Highway 121 West, Mur-

















Wanted to buy Used mobile
homes 10 12 and 14' wide
Call 527-832?
15. AdicTes- 
large gas tank arTpump also
answering service 'for sate _or
trade. Call 474-2355
Racking horse 7 years old
with English saddle and bridle
Also 17' Runabout with 1:5 hp
Evinrude motor Call 753-8567
after 5 pm 
16. Home Fun-is-K-4i
Kitchen Aide dishwasher _Ix-
teiler.e.s condition. $150_ Call
436-2744 or 753-7346 •
Queen+, -size Jamison
posturepedic mattress and box
springs with Hollywood frame ,
$150 Call 753-5057. 
19. Farm Equipment 
For sale. John Deere 1911"
double fold disc. $6250. John
Deere 13' chisel plow, $1850.
John Deere cultrmulcher. 15.
$3000. John Deere 6-16
plows, semi-mounted, $3250.
John Deere six row cultivator.
$1850 Call after 5 pm. 489-
2141
For sale Tobacco racks. Wood
on rollers. Many uses. See at
Murray Warehousing Corp., or
call 753-8270-8225. Roger
Cooper.
165 Massey Ferguson diesel,





$4595. Other sizes available
Call collect 1-614-463-1334.
Tractor for sale. 135 Massey
Ferguson. gas 492-8265 after
6- pm. -
Chain link fence, 3 to
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
rail, barbsvire, • wood,
and -steel post, gates,
Dog kennels. Also pipe






11 sow Paducah, Ky
20. Sports Equipment
Boy s Spider bike for sale $30
Call /53-8200 Can be seen at
1718 Holiday Drive
[Rive a little and save alot! Us-
ed organ used Spinet and
upright pianos Rent a new
piano from Leach s Music &




take best offer Need to sell,
Call 753-0243
Inventory sale Baldwin pianos
and Baldwin organ Also have
used 9 ft concert Grand piano
used Spinet console Baby
Grand and upright pianos Us-
ed organs Lonardo Piano Co
across Post Office P3I15. TN.
So long Santa! But why, did
you leave us_so many pianos
and orgaTls? -Must sell at out
cost, some for only $20 a mon-
., th Also used pianos and
organs Hurry back Santa. but
please don t make us play San-
ta next -January Ctsytorrs - I &







Antique wood stove $50 753-
8948 after 5 pm_ 
CB antenna 3 elemant 18 ft
beam 50 ft coax $40 436
2144 oF 153-1-346. - -
Firewood 1-8 inch 24 inch
Oak and Hickory $2500 rick
Fancy natural honey $4 50 qt
Call 489-1321
Firewood for sale $20 and up
delivered 753-9871 or 767
4441 . _
Poulan chain saw XL 250 2
bars -14 and 16 carrying
case 3100 436-2744 or 753-
/346
26. 'TV-Radiii
25 inch color console I v
$100 Call 492 8441
25 inch RCA olor t vify15430




Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25 color t v Warranted
Clayton s & B Music 153-
/575
HomslUis
.1979 Mobile tiome Ikx70- 3 •
___:beflIcionis,_Z_Tall _elictrji
ear VW -al
-irtIA"S"T a" sthle 43-Real Estate$11,500. Call 753-0062 after 3 . 
A farm in your future 100
acres, 70 acres tendable. year
round creek Property joins TVA.
on Kentucky Lake Strout Real:
ty 1912 Coldwater Rd 753-
0186 107 •
pm _
12x66 Norris mobile home for
safe Call 753-26-17 days 753-
8553 nights ask for Jerry
Turner
 I4x64 Two bedroom
trailer, furnished with washer
and dryer, central arr, under-
pinning and-concrete step, -
$12,000 Call 474-8822
Two bedroom mobile home.
I2x34. furniture Includes kit
chen appliances only. $2400 or
best offer Call 489-2387
30-111S-1E-IeSiltiFltair
For rent: One office.. 1000 sq.
ft., carpeted Located at 1400
Hillwood Drive. Call 753-8024.





2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108
Beautiful, new 2 bedroom'
duplex in convenient Nor-
thwood Subdivision, ready for
first occupancy February 1st.
large fully equipped kitchen,
economical heat pump TVA
recommended insulation $275
per month Call  753-7853
Furnished apartment near
_ downtown Murray, Call 7.53t ,
4109.
33-.Rooms for Rent
Large room for rent. new
carpet, all utilities paid. one
-block from University. $70-per





' chen facilities. Call
753-8572 or 438-5479.
34. Houses Foilint
For rent Small 2 bedroom
house with carport and garden
For 1 or 3 people Refrigerator
and stove furnished $145 per
month deposit and references
required Call 489-2595
Four roam house, $100 per
month water furnished Also a
2 bedroom trailer $50 per
month water furnished
Located on Bethel Road 753-
3622
House for rent in town 2
bedrooms Drapes- aid
clistuvasher tut Witt calmed 
$225 per month, deposit re-
quired Call after 4 pm 753-
6900
Nice three bedroom home in
Benton. close to stones, $250
per month. security deposit re-
guyed Adults no children or
pets tall ,527 1962 after 6 pm
-6i-dfoom house near
Kentucky lake Completely fur-
nished, washer and dryer in-
cluded Deposit required Call
after 5 pm 753-8964
Three bedroom brick house.
near University $225 per mon-
th Family only No pets 753-
3942







Attack dogs for sale Dober
mans and Rottweilers Training
for your dog Wildfire Kennels,
Paducah KY. 554-5976
AKC German Shepherd pup-
pies Also guard dogs 554-
2153 '
AKC Dachshund puppies
Minature smooth haired and
long haired champion
bloodline $50-75 each 527-
9700 after 12 30 pm
Beginning dog obedience
classes all dogs from two mon-
ths up are. trainable Have a
better 4E)853'-b2et1a8wed companionC
For sale- AKC registeied Dobei
man Pincner. house trained,
black and rust 153-8603
Irish Setter puppies for sale
$30 each 6 males 1 female
Call after 6 pm. 1-522-3686 '
41 Public Sale
Garage sale. 3 party. January
26th and 21th Everything you
can imagine furniture and ap-
pliances Free coffee 1304 S
16th St
Rummage sale, Friday and
Saturday January 25th and
26th 9 AM til 3 PM. 414 N Oth
.eLrR
43. Real Estate
Buy the building, get the land
, free Like new. 36x82 metal
building Water and electric
available. Located on 3'7 acres.
All fenced with woven wire
fence and metal gates Offered
at $14,800. Strout Realty.
1912 Coldwater Rd . 753-0186
115
How does this grab you? 3
bedroom. 1 bath, brick home
on lairje lot FxrAlent
neighborhood. . Offered at
328.500 Strout Realty. 1912
Coldwater Rd 753-0186 116.
Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service because changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself In a word it's called ad- -
tustment Moinng from home to
-home end -.eorghbeftieed---te-
meghborhood " •
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere The schools parks
shopping facilities Now for.the_
ingenious part VIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present home from another ci-
ty then help that family adjust
to your neighborhood Sound
familiar 7 it s the same thing
we do for you someplace else
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor-
mation on this service
First time offered Brick home
just 5 years old located on ap-
proximately 2, acres of land
with excellent gaLden site and
room for outdoor living 30 x
30 detached garage and work
shop with heat and bath Home
• has convenient and economical
central gas heat and fully
equipped kitchen Priced
below appraised value Call
Spann Realty Associates 753-
)724
Got city tension' 12x65 mobile
home located on 1 acre,
beautifully landscaped lot.
Close -to Kentucky Lake. Gas
heat and com water Even has
a greenhouse and all for only
$19 500 Strout Realty. 1912
Coldwater Rd . 753-0186-. 109
Look us over before you look
around When you re ready to
buy a home you need a lot of
questions answered Like what
kind of financing is best?
Where are the schools? Shopp-
ing Centers7 What about the
paperwork thAt s usually involv-
ed' Get the latnp on these and
other questions by calling Cen-
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
at 753-1492 We have lust this
kind of information that makes _
your house hunting easier.
-This kind is hard to find Neat
older home featuring 3-4
bedrooms fireplace on 1 acre
only 6 miles from town and 6
miles from Kentucky Lake
328 500 Strout Realty 112
Coldwater Rd 753-0186 118
Its secluded but not remote
25 acres 8 miles from Murray
and only 7 miles from Ken-
tucky lake Beautiful building
site Mostly fenced with well
and pump 319.500 Strout
Realty 1912 Coldwater Rd .
753-0186 112
el horgelor. .thejr.s9eralan,„
--In-level Thome -Toe ro-xerr-
Vicky take.' 2 1,ectroorrrs-.
bath. dent with fireplace.
garage nice lake view. Only
$37,500 Strout Realty, 1912
Coldwater Rd., 753-0186. 103. -
Just waiting to start producing.
Industrial property with a 3
- year old 1200 sq ft building'
and a 600 sq ft building. lust
2 blocks from center of town.
.,Exce.11ent-iok_carshop or light.
industry Lot 63x185 Priced
$24.900 Strout Realty. 1912
Coldwate, Rn 753-0186. 102
HELP WANTED
Now hiring, full or port time, $7.00 per hour tostart, local National AAA-1 rated Corporation needs10 neat, honest, young minded people with permanent
address to fill 10 good jobs immediately.
Na experience needed, car necessary, completepaid training program, paid vacation, group insuranceand bonus. Only those willing to work need apply. Call
753-9444 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday only. Noother time. Ask for Mr. Shaw,
NOTICE
WE ARE PLANNING TO ESTAKISH A
POSITION IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
HEALTH DEPARTMENT FOR A NUTRITIONIST
''MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
GRADUATION FROM AN ACCRF:DITED
COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY' WITH A
BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN HOME ECONOMICS,
WITH A MAJOR IN DIATETIC-S OR FOODS AND
NUTRITION: OR GENERAL HOMF-ECONOM1CS
oR HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION WITH A
MINIMUM OF TWEI.VE HOURS IN FOODS ANT)
NUTRITION, STARTING SALARY $4.57 PER
11OUR.
PERSONS INTERESTED IN TAKING THE
EXAMINATION CAN OBTAIN FIlliTlIF:R
DETATIS AND ‘PPLICAT1ON 1"ORN1S FROM
T11E, CALLOWAy COUNTY tiEtwrii DEPART-
mENT,4701- STHEET, MURRAY.' KEN-
TUCKY.
APPLICATION Mt -RETURNED "IlrTHE
cALLOWAY CoUN IN HEALTH DEPARTMENT
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SHOP /
COMPARE /
"I'd be satisfied too. Mame. but you
know how they are at the bank."
43. Real Estate
Lakeside luxury living That's
what you'll be saying when you
own this 3-4 bedroom. 2 bath.
den with fireplace home Lake
front $65.000 Strout Realty.
1912 Coldwater Rd . 753-0186
101
Like a dream come true Ex-
cellent lakefront lot 141 ft on
main Kentucky Lake Water
electric, and telephone
available Easy easy terms
Priced at $11500 Strout Real-





AROUND THE  CLOCK,
43. Real Estate
Unharmed by human hands 9
acres M-L beautiful wooded
land completely secludec
wildlife haven, within stone
throw of Kentucky Lake
$10 000 Strout Realty 1912
Coldwater Rd 753-0186 108_ _
We're sold on your house
before we sell it Our theory r,
simple We take the time to
know your house price it cor
rectly and discover its distinc
bye features Because we re
sold on it its much easier to
find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then -we even save you
time after_the sale by helping
with time-consuming paper,
work It s all a matter of spen
ding our time wisely so it
doesn t waste yours. This is lust
another reason you should call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors today at 753-1492
Were the. Neighborhood Pro-
fessionals
POSITION OPENING:
Needed immediately, an office Nurse in a
very busy local practice. Salary plus ex-
tra benefits which have phenomenal
potential. The job must be filled by an in-
dividual who can assist in both the office
and at surgery. Training will be given,
but experience working with people and a
willingness to work long hours will be re-
quired. If interested apply -by letter in-
cluding resume to P. 0. Box 32C, Murray,
Ky.
New listing' New 2 bedroom:
home kitchen complete with.
all appliances, carpet:
throughout, 22 feet of closet:
space, outside storage, con- •
crete patio and driveway. Call
Purdom & Thurman Real
Estate. 753-4451. Isorm
Swap dreams for Ownership
Split level on approximately
half acre iot-3 bedrooms, 1'7 o
bath, den, double garage, corn,
--water, 10. ft. _foul frontage 
Close to lake. $33,500. Strout
Realty. 1912 Coldwater Rd
753-0186. 113.
Smart shoppers choice. Nice
older home, close to downtown
on good street: Has been com-
pletely remodeled inside. Must
see to appreciate. Priced at
$27,500. Strout Realty, 1912






Can be yours today!
Beauty has been cap-
tured in this unique
contemporary home in
Canterbury Estates.
The gat) has been
bridged between beau-
ty and quality with this
architectural master-
piece. Phone us today







trailer located on 3-'-3










ty, 753-1222 for all your
Real Estate needs. We





Think how happy, your "special someone"
will be when she (or he) reads the personal
message from you on Valentine's Day.
Buiid a 'memory, compose your masage,
and mail or phone it to the Classified Ad-
vertising Department. The cost is low. •
Your message will appear in .the special
Valentine Love Lines feature in the Classi-
fied section of this newspaper on Valentirie's
Day, February 14.
Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916
Easy Order Blank For
Valentine
Love Lines
PRINT YOUR COPY HERE FOR VALENTINE LOVE LINES.






Moll so thatI reoeitedi.uit no later than Feb. 12 VOW' message will
appear on Fab. 14, Valentine's Day. Mall coupon and check or
monay order to:
The Ledg.r8 Times ,
Cipssified Advertising Department












- Professional St' t.
With The Friendly Foto 1,
OOOOOOOOO •••••••
TODAY'S BUY-
TO Al 0 R R 0 W" S
SECURITY
In this quality 3 BR.,
2'.2 bath B.V. in ,lovely
Canterbury - Loaded





paved drive. Call to-




In this Duplex. One
unit offers 3 and
one unit offers 2
bedroom. The 3
bedroom unit has a liv-
ing room, den kitchen
and dining area and
full bath. The 2
bedroom unit has a liv-
ing and dining com-
bination, bath and
large patio. Call us to-
day about this one.
753-8080 '
Waterfront home. You've
dreamed of owning your win
home on a large waterfront lot
and being able to watch the
sun rise blister) across the still
lake! Well, here is is. 2 acres on
the bank of deep water with
TVA dock permit; spacious 7
room home which will allow
you to add your own finishing
touches. Appliances included
Central electric heat and air is
supplemented by a wood burn-
ing stove. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.
It's so new arc *Tiledul One
year old homt A western
cedar exterii.,i features 2
bedroom. Pat?' 6 50 plus in-
sulation with ,,ent,& electric
heat Pump. LI' basement
double garage electric door
opener. owside storage
building Within 3 blocks of
shopping and doctors office.
Priced at only $47 500., Strout







This may be the home
you've been waiting
for, designed to bring
instant happiness and
pleasure to your fami-
ly. Nothing was
overlooked in making
this quality home the
ultimate-. in beauty,





yourself to a showing
of this lovely home.
Phone 753-1222, Kop-
perud Realty, for full-







burning stove and in-
sulation- galore, make
this an economical and
affordable family
home. Priced at only
842,500. Phone Kap-
perud Realty, 753-1222.
Your homes for living
broker in Calloway
County.
Mobile HOMO For Soh
Mobile home, 12K60. Nice, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, sun
deck. Located at Riviera Courts. $5500. Call 753-
0458 from 1 to 9 p.m.
If you are buying a car or
home stereo, why not
buy from a servicing
dealer? After 18 years in
business, we still carry
the largest selection of




222 So. 12th (in rear)




643 N 4th St.



















All 4 wheels, drum or disc $6995
.11rMllas okoas, pads, labor and parkin, wheel beer-
ingi. Most American cars.
Carburetors Rebuilt Also!









190 n11419 ee 4r7 3')
Sao% fun. Tenn •
PS,
 I
You can't miss . here' Only
869.500 will buy this 65 acre
farm. 10 miles from Murray.
miles from Kentucky Lake 4-
-40 -3601-4eadabla,-
Ideal for retirement or cattle
farm You must see this one
Strout Realty 753-0186 111







Forty acres, 28 acres in perma-
nent pasture. Pole barn, good
well. 3 ponds, one stocked with
fish. Located on old Murray
Concord road, 7 miles from
Murray. $35.000. 753-3625.
House and 15 acres with good
cattle shed, tobacco barn, and
other out buildings. More acres
and buildings can be purchas-
ed if desired. 435-4489.
46. Homes For Sale
Brand new duplex, under con-
struction, nearly completed. By
builder. Call 753-9400.
House for sale by owner. 106 S
13th St. Call 753-0305. 
47. Motorcycles 
250 cc Honda Trail bike, ex-
cellent condition, $390. Call
753-9920.
250 RM Suzuki. 435-4383.
1977 Yellow 85 Champ. $250
1978 Yamaha 400 2,000














































1977 Coupe DeVille Cadillac,
silver, blue interior. 'new radial
tires, low mileage, 16 mpg. ex-
cellent condition, $5500 437-
/963 Chevrolet 6 cylinder.
436-2805
19-4-Chevrolet Impala, 283
automatic, power steering, air
conditioning. 753-8185.
1973 Caprice Classic. 54,000
miles. new tires, wire wheel
covers. Nice car. $1700. Call
4928224. 
1961 Chevrolet convertible,- -no
motor or transmistion. Also a
1961 stationwagon with 348
big block motor. Both cars
restorable. $195 for pair. Call
437-4817 after 5 pm. Must
sell, make offer. moving!
1971 Datsun 2401, original.
Newly rebuilt engine, AM-FM.
AC, good tires, good shape.
Needs minor, body. work. Cop-
per bronze. $2550. 753-8121
after 5 pm.
1978 Delta 88 Royale, many
extras Call after 5 pm 753-
6809
1976 Datsun. blue. 280Z, 4-
speed. air conditioned. AM-FM
radio. good condition, $5300.
Call 753-7655. -
1976 E.11 ra limited, 40,000
miles $3500 Call after 5 pm,
753-7458
1972 Ford with 1975 motor,
good condition. Call 753-6392.
1970 Opal GT. 753-9474.
irf1977 Silver Camaro. 6 cylinder.
excellent condition, AM-FM
stereo radio with tape player
Call 767-2550.
1964 Triumph TR4. 759-1189
.after 6.pm,
1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle,
new tires, completely rebuilt
motor, body excellent. 753-
950/.'
1975 VW Rabbit, new front
tires, new front shocks, new
muffler. $1700. 759-1730.- • '
1976 Vega stationwagon. ex-
c elient'tondifir511. CO 751,
7853 -
1971 Volkswagen Super Beetle
with sun root, re-bullt 'motor
$1100 Calf 492-8224
1975 Bronco A-1 shape,
$3250 Call 753-3514 or after
530 pm 436-5434
1954 Chevrolet pickup half
ton„ excellent condition $395
or best offer. 492-8615
1974 Chevrolet pickup, good
condition' air and power. tilt
wheel. dual tanks, slide in rear
glass AM-FM. $1490. Call 489-
2595
1974 Ford Ranger XLT pickup.
-excettefit- tenivittioo, 42600-41M. 
Call 414-8822.  Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per .Sewing machine repaii at
your specifications. Call Stars a! Rome. all makes and models-
753-2310 for free estimales... . Small repair. oiling cleaning
re-adjusting Service calL in'trouble getting things -
chided, $20. Wulff S-ewing
ing, carpentry, • roofing? Call
done around the home? Plumb-
Machine Repair. Murray. Call
753-8950. 476-5560. 
Wet basement? We make wet
Carpet cleaning tree
estimates satished-references
Vibra-vac steam or dry clear 
ing Call Lee s Carpet Cleaning
753-5827
Concrete and block work Block
garages basements driveways
walks patios steps free
estimates 753-5476
Driveways white rocked and
graded. free estimates Clifford
Garrison. 753-5429, after 4
Mark Smith masonary contrac
tor, fireplaces flus built
chimney repaifs Call 489
2231
- - -
Painting - PaperInaging Com-






1977 Ford Ranger 150 pickup
4 wheel drive 11,000 miles
One owner Calf 753-8257 after
5 pm.
1974 Ford Ranger XLT. $2150
Call after 5'pm, 753-7458
For sale 1975 Chevy van. Call
after 5 pm. 492-8710
1978 Ford 1-150. Loaded with
equipment. 753-9400.
1970 F-250 Ford pickup 'truck
$600 Call 753-4652 between
8 and 430.
For sale. 1970 model Chevrolet
half ton truck, 350 V8, 3-
speed, 68,000 miles. $1400
May be seen at Ray Apart-
ments. 3 miles north 121 by
fair-grounds or phone 767-
2411 or 767-6356.
1973 International Travelall
truck, model 1010. 8 cylinder.
automatic transmission, air
conditioned, radio, heater,
power. clean. Anxious to sell,
$1195. Call 753-8050 or 753-
6500.
1970 Jeep Commando, 4x4. 18 -
mpg, with air. • Also Ben
Franklin fireplace, and duck
ecoys. 753-3621 or 753-4871.
51. Campers 
1973 F-250 Ford pickup with
Dreamer camper. Both in ex-
cellent condition. Call 159-
1328.
See the new Prowler trailersior
1980 - Also many good useg
trailers. Arrowhead Camper
Sales. Highway 80 East,
Mayfield. KY. 247-8187.
52. Boats and Motors
1976 Hydro-Sport -bass boat.




AA-1 AU. TYPES home remodel-
ing and maintenance
References. Guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, .framing,
aluminum siding. gutters. and
roofing. 'Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 751-0565.
Herndon 's Welding, Route 6.
Box 154 753-9507
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Licensed electrician. Prompt
efficent service. Reasonable
rates. Call Ernest White 753-
0605.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation. heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Mobile home anchors and
underpinning, aluminum or
fiberglass. Also patio awnings
and carports. single or double,






Sinall or Big Jobs
753-8021
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah.
KY 42001, or call _day or night.
1-442:7026.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Also do bachhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763.-
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-2211 or
753-9600. 
55. Feed And Seed
'Good Timothy hay. for sale. 435-
4489.
57. Wanted
Would like to buy wood workings
tools including. 8 in, table saw:
--12 in drill press: band saw:
lathe: belt sander: jointer. Call
437-4205.
dE.
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,





NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday -Frida., 7.30-Noun Saturday 7:10 til 5:00 ,
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE TS'







Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.







Lovely 2 BR., 2 bath, B.V. just com-
pleted in quiet subdivision, North of
Murray. Beautifully decorated, thick
carpeting, luxury throughout, great
roorh with fireplace. 24x30 worskho
with 220 wiring and fluorescen
lighting. Good garden. In 50's.
TRI-LEVEL
Spacious 3 BR., B.V. and frame tri-
level on luz acres, wooded lot. So much
quality, fireplace, lovely carpeting, for-
mal dining room, unique kitchen
cabinets, economical heat pump. Call
today about this one.
SMALL FARM
Always yearned for land of your own-
then look at this! Modern 3 BR brick,
extra large kitchen w/dinette, new ap-
pliances, formal dining, central heat
and air, located 142 way between Mur-
ray and Mayfield off 14E4 on 13.7 acres.
NEED YOUR OWN BUSINESS
hen see this new listing on 121 N. West
f Stella, B.V. cleanup shop, 3 bay, 2100
. ft. office, bathraoria,•24r corn-




lorioro 753-41311 Mono 753-I177
Agin Ow* 7S3-116.14 Ilembus Aloe* 753-111136
R.I. Nook 753-017 Me Maw 753-7515
•
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Fearing It May Cost Too Much
monwealth attorney. • The
immunity guarantees a
person that if he is brought
into one state from another as
a witness in a case, he may not
be charged with a crime.
Thomas dismissed the
periuri cbasge.-0..Ytn_g_ _the
state court had no jurisdiction
on the charge because it arose
from._ testimony given by
Markham in federal court.
Committee Hesitates To Approve Discount Program
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Fearing that it Would cost too
much, a legislative committee
hesitated to approve a bill
creating a statewide senior
citizen discount program. .
"I think the first alternative
is-to determine whether it is
possible to implement the
program without additional
funds," said Sen. John Berry,
fl-New Castle, a member of
--The-Senate-Appropriations-end
Revenue Committee.
"Before we pass a bill out of
this committee that ap-
propriates money, we ought to
know wheie we are," he si4c1.
• The sponsor, Sen.. Tom
Easterly, D-Frankfort, said
Senate Bill 39 would direct the
Department for Human
Resources to name four
regional coordinators to en-
courage voluntary par-
ticipation in the discount
program. He said it would cost




committee chairman, said the
program i.l.nallaciudeci in Olt
department's proposed budget
for the next two years, and
that it is difficult to justify
spending a quarter of a million
dollars to encourage people to
work on a voluntary basis.
Easterly said the ap-
propriation would be seed
money to get the program
started, and that funding
would be cut off after the
three-year period.
The committee voted to pass
over the bill until it can be
studied further.
Meanwhile, the panel ap-
proved SB 53, to equalize
pakments made to physicians
under the state Medicaid
program" After a state health
official said it might —sal-re--
money.
The sponsor, . Sen. Benny
Ray Bailey, D-Hindman, said
it would require that
physicians be reimbursed the
same amount for, identical
services, regardless of their
geographical location.
Joe fonith, with the state
Human Resources Depart-
ment, said it probably
wouldnot result in any change
in the amount paid by the state
— but that if there is a change,
it would make it cheaper. He
also said it would tend to
encourage physicians in rural
areas to pbrticipate in the
Medicaid program.
---frOU/tve-r-,—Bots -DAL an at•
torney representing the
Kentucky Medical
Association, said it could
reduce participation by
p: -loans-in urban areas who
higher overhead costs.
said the bill should
c, ..tain language establishing
a .t.indard under which
p. nents would be equalized,
Iroo Ntoloney said that could be
d:, b the department. •
.•rle committee also ap-
prk ed and sent to the floor SB
99. a bill raising the per diem
for constitutional em-
plo% yes of the General




deterred action on SB 14 after
approving the drafting of a
committee substitute. The
Markham was indicted in
October 1979 following his
measure would encourage
payment of property taxes on
motor vehicles and trailers by
placing a lien on vehicles
where taxed is owed.
The owner could not sell the
vehicle until he paid the tax
and penalty and the lien was
lifted.
The committee agreed to
study the bill at its next
meeting.
State Charges Dismissed
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.. testimony in the second
( AP) — State charges against federal court trial of former
a Florida man in connection Warren County Deputy Sheriff
with a 1978 car wash bombing Jack Hodges.
have been dismissed by
Warren Circuit Judge Clyde Thomas said in his order
Thomas. Monday that the arson
eltias -81.sin1sse4 charars'bagges """being-th'smisSedarson and perjury against because Markham had been
Robert .Moss Markham, 32. granted"transactional im-
munity" by the U.S. at-
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